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OU MAY NOTICE THAT the look of The Pater Newsletter has
changed. These initial cosmetic changes are the beginning of a
larger effort, encouraged by the leadership of the International
Walter Pater Society, to expand the scope of this publication. As its new
editor, I hope to carry out this mandate fully. Maintaining the principles
authoritatively established in the nearly thirty years and fifty issues of the
newsletter, I aim to preserve its status as a primary resource for the thorough
collation of current Pater scholarship.
As it has since its beginning, the newsletter will continue to provide
bibliographic annotations of recent publications, notices of and reports on
conferences, calls for papers, notes on Paterian events and unveilings, and
other IWPS business. In addition to this content, we hope, over time, to
introduce a number of new features as well:

Y

!

The inclusion of longer, evaluative review essays of substantial
Pater scholarship, manuscripts, or other relevant works.

!

A procedure for soliciting submissions of original, analytical
scholarship – in both shorter “note” and longer essay form – initially
by invitation and, ultimately, through peer review. The Spring 2007
issue of the newsletter will begin to reflect this effort, featuring
a series of essays, solicited and organized by Carolyn Williams,
considering the issue of “Queer Pater Studies.”

!

An effort to receive listing on the major bibliographic databases
in the field, such as the MLA International Biography and the
Humanities Index.

!

Attention to electronic as well as traditional print resources available
to Pater scholars. Lesley Higgins’ presentation at the IWPS
conference this past July offered an instructive introduction to the
expanding universe of online information, on Pater, the Victorian
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era, and other relevant topics. An abstract of her paper appears
in this issue’s “Conference Report.”
!

An accompanying website that will support – but not replace – the
print journal. While its current content is minimal, a domain for
this site has been established: www.paternewsletter.org. In time, we
hope to make the site a destination for streamlining the subscription
process, announcing upcoming tables of contents, advertising
conferences and calls for papers, and possibly for archiving old issues
of the newsletter.

I am excited to begin implementing these changes. Because I am merely
adopting the mandate of a larger group – one I particularly respect for its
collegiality – I want to emphasize, however, that I will not impose them by
fiat. Rather I expect and encourage feedback, and indeed welcome volunteers,
in making them happen.
For their tireless, often daily, assistance and encouragement with the
completion of this issue, I would particularly like to thank Carolyn Williams,
Lesley Higgins, and Ken Daley. Billie Inman and Laurel Brake have graciously
acquainted me with the history of this publication, and Jay Losey has further
helped with the editorial transition. Ben Schkade and Yumiko Tateno served
as layout and design consultants and proved invaluable in realizing the
newsletter’s new look.
Megan Becker-Leckrone
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THE RECEPTION OF WALTER PATER IN EUROPE. E 
S B. THE ATHLONE CRITICAL TR ADITIONS SERIES : THE R ECEPTION
OF BRITISH AUTHORS IN EUROPE . S E, E S.
L  N Y: T C, . ISBN: --. ..
HIS COLLECTION OF NEW ESSAYS, ably edited by Stephen
Bann for the series The Reception of British Authors in Europe,
presents us with a valuable set of perspectives on Walter Pater’s
critical fortunes outside the more familiar Anglo-American academic
response to his work. It could be surmised that, in the light of his Renaissance
studies, Pater would be a likely subject of interest for Italian readers. And
certainly the keen interest of Italian academics such as Franco Marucci and
Elisa Bizzotto has been conspicuous in such publications as their co-edited
collection Walter Pater (1839-1894): Le forme della modernità/The Forms of
Modernity (1996) – the outcome of a conference held in Venice in 1994 –
and Bizzotto’s inclusion of Pater in her study of the fin-de-siècle imaginary
portrait La mano e l ’anima (2001). With regard to Pater’s French readers,
there has always been a certain amount of speculation as to whether his
impressionistic autobiographical essay “The Child in the House” (1878) was
an inf luence on Marcel Proust’s À la recherche du temps perdu (1913-27).
There has never been, however, a thorough evaluation of Pater’s reception
in Italy, France, or indeed any other European country. This volume is a
laudable attempt to rectify that deficiency and – in addition to detailed
surveys of Pater in Italy, France, and Germany – also takes in Hungarian,
Czech, Polish, Portuguese, Catalan, and Spanish points of view. Some
of these later essays are perhaps less interesting for the light they shed on
Pater than for their analysis of the particular social, political, and cultural
conditions and contexts that prompted, or sanctioned, the translation and
publication of works by Pater or critical work on him. Throughout, however,

T
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readers are made aware of how the ideological positions and agendas of
translators and critics are ref lected in their specific projects. The useful
intellectual timeline, efficiently compiled by Stefano Evangelista and
inserted at the front of the book, provides an invaluable condensed history
of European publishing on Pater, alerting us to major translations and
significant critical responses. It also serves as a salutary reminder that at the
present time when it is hard to get modern reprints, let alone critical editions
of Pater’s original English texts, new translations and critical editions of
Pater’s works are available throughout continental Europe. They include the
recent publication of The Renaissance in Poland and Spain, Marius in Italy,
France and Spain, Imaginary Portraits in Italy and the Netherlands, Greek
Studies in Italy, and Plato and Platonism in France.
In his excellent introduction, Stephen Bann explains how from a
European perspective Pater was eclipsed first by Ruskin (beside whom he
was seen as secondary) and then by his “one-time disciple,” the more ebullient
Wilde (who gained considerable prominence from his colorful and dramatic
biography). Yet it can now be shown that there were always European readers
who were aware of and appreciated Pater’s distinctiveness, particularly with
regard to his study of Italian art and his “unusual construction of subjectivity”
(4). In Italy and France, the period after 1930 has proved particularly fruitful
for Pater’s re-evaluation, in that the rise of the noted and highly influential
Italian literary critic Mario Praz did much to secure Pater’s reputation while
French Paterians began “initiating a series of sound academic studies that
have continued, in virtually unbroken succession” (17).
The majority of readers will probably want to focus on the chapters
on Italy, France and Germany, and indeed the sections devoted to these
three countries quite understandably account for well over half the volume.
The Italian section, which opens the book, is particularly valuable. The
three essays are well written, complement each other, and contain many
fascinating insights. It is interesting that it is Vernon Lee – perhaps the
only writer whom Pater regarded as a disciple, and a literary figure who
has herself recently enjoyed a critical rehabilitation in Italy, the United
Kingdom, and the United States – who should be the chief means by which
Pater was introduced into Italy. Her article “La morale nell’estetica: appunti
sul nuovo libro di Walter Pater” (“Morals in Aesthetics: Notes on the New
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Book by Walter Pater”), a review of Marius the Epicurean which appeared
in the literary Roman weekly Fanfulla della domenica, is mentioned by all
three contributors Benedetta Bini, Maurizio Ascari and Elisa Bizzotto,
two of whom include brief translated extracts. Lee was resident in Italy
throughout her adult life. She was a remarkable intellectual presence there,
at the center of a Florentine literary and artistic cultural circle, and was
undoubtedly responsible for furthering interest in Pater among her friends
and acquaintances. Thus it is heartening to have her acknowledged as the
major player she certainly was.
Benedetta Bini’s graceful essay on Pater and the Italian fin de siècle shows
how Lee’s close friends, the critics and writers Carlo Placand and Enrico
Nencioni, quickly absorbed Pater into their literary frame of reference.
Bizzotto shows that Nencioni, who was especially keen to promote modern
English literature in Italy, reviewed Appreciations in Nuova antologia in
1890 specifically at Lee’s behest. (It is probably also the case, although not
specifically mentioned by any of the contributors, that Mario Praz’s highly
significant championing of Pater may owe something to Lee, who knew him
and encouraged him when he was a young academic.) In the second part of
her essay, after noting that Nencioni saw the influence of Pater in the work
of Gabriele D’Annunzio, a voracious reader of writings from the English
“movimento estetico,” Bini usefully details D’Annunzio’s debt to Pater,
pointing out how Angelo Conti’s f in-de-siècle art-critical works, which pay
homage to Pater, act as a catalyst on the novelist.
Maurizio Ascari gives us a very well-informed reading of the fortunes
of The Renaissance in Italian art criticism during 1894-1914, demonstrating
Pater’s influence on Italian Decadentism through Conti (a friend of both Lee
and D’Annunzio), and also examining the first translation of The Renaissance
by Aldo de Rinaldis and its subsequent reviews. The remainder of the essay
deals with the ensuing critical dissemination of Pater’s aesthetic gospel in
works on Botticelli, Leonardo, music, and aesthetic perception, and examines
how The Renaissance, which by the 1940s “had acquired the status of a classic”
(57), led Pater to be canonized as “a lay patron saint of art criticism” (58).
In her carefully constructed survey, Bizzotto starts by briefly summarizing
the historical trajectory given by her fellow contributors, pointing out how
Florence and Rome represented the first cultural poles of Pater’s Italian
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reception, while the first translations were produced by the Neapolitan de
Rinaldis. Milan, the cultural center of the North, scarcely figured. Praz’s
“groundbreaking” and enormously influential 1930 study La carne, la morte
e il diavolo nella letteratura romantica (known to English speakers as The
Romantic Agony), made Pater central to European Decadence and determined
the subsequent canon of Pater’s reception. She goes on to log that canon,
detailing the principal critics and translators other than Praz, nevertheless
showing how he dominated the field between 1940 and 1970, even though his
later publications on Pater were often collages of earlier essays. His death in
1982 freed up the field, and a new generation of critics began to develop new
insights during the 1980s and 1990s. Bizzotto helpfully characterizes the
best of these, many of which have been published in conference collections,
and the names of Benedetta Bini, Rita Severi, Paul Tucker, Franco Marrucci,
and Bizzotto herself are particularly notable. She concludes by observing that
modern Italian criticism on Pater is now “much more dialectical and even
contradictory, invoking a kaleidoscopic range of discourses” (86).
Opening the French section of the book, Emily Eells explores the “occult”
or hidden reception of Pater’s works in France before 1922, remarking that
his work gained little public attention there until the translation of The
Renaissance in 1917 by Firmin Roger-Cornaz. Although Eells carefully
recapitulates contributions by Teodor de Wyzewski, George Khnopff, and
others, the major quarry in this essay is the shadowy history of Pater’s possible
influence on Proust. She goes to great scholarly lengths to ascertain what this
may have consisted of and makes some perfectly reasonable suggestions as to
how and where Pater may have influenced Proust. But she is forced to admit
that a large part of any such enterprise must be conjectural and that finally we
have evidence only that Proust had read two of the Imaginary Portraits and
two essays from Miscellaneous Studies. Another intriguing part of this essay
gives serious attention to Raymond Laurent’s very rare but sensitive study of
Pater in Ètudes anglaises (1910), a work hardly known in France or abroad.
Laurent was a mere twenty-one years old when, rejected by his male lover,
he shot himself on the steps of Santa Maria della Salute in Venice in 1908.
Laurent’s mother instigated the posthumous publication of this book, which,
if it had been better known, could have promoted Pater’s work in France at a
much earlier date.
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The other essay in the French section by Bénédicte Coste, on Pater’s
reception in France from the early 1920s, signals in its opening how that
reception mirrors the Anglo-American appreciation, which sees Pater “as
more of a stylist or a veiled confessional writer than . . . a thinker” (117), a
tendency she regrets and queries. Coste indicates three periods in the French
reception of Pater during the twentieth century: the first in the 1930s with
Louise Rosenblatt’s and Albert Farmer’s dissertations on Aestheticism, the
second with Germain d’Hangest’s dissertation, supervised by Farmer and
published in 1961 as Walter Pater; l ’homme et l ’œuvre, and the most recent
starting in the 1990s with new translations and theses. She also analyzes a
number of critics predating Rosenblatt and Framer such as Régis Michaud,
Charles Du Bos, and Philippe Neel. Coste does not merely document the
critical trajectory she traces, but in her conclusion also robustly challenges
what she sees as an unfortunate emphasis on Pater’s style, calling for his reevaluation as “a thinker who questioned the very meaning of what we mean
by thinking” (141).
In the first essay of the German section, the distinguished critic
Wolfgang Iser admits that Pater did not make any substantial impact on
German letters in general, but instead had a personal appeal for a number of
individual German or German-speaking writers such as Rudolf Borchardt,
Rudolf Kassner (who is considered more “German” than “Austrian”), and the
Austrian Hugo von Hofmannsthal. Two of these writers will be treated at
greater length by other contributors, but Iser provides a useful introduction.
He also goes on to look briefly at other figures, such as the scholars Ernst
Curtius and Hugo Friedrich, who thought certain of their own intellectual
strategies indebted to Pater. As he later remarks, “it was the scholar-artist
who related to Pater” in German letters (150). Finally, Iser considers his
own critical relation to Pater which, in the first instance, he sees as indicative
of certain problems in literary criticism in the 1950s. This meditative
part of the essay is noticeably more opaque and specialised than the first
part and seems rather “private,” especially if the reader is not familiar with
Iser’s previous writings on Pater. In itself, it does not seem to constitute a
particularly accessible account of those writings, but rather a personal and
somewhat introspective reflection.
Ulrike Stamm’s thoughtful essay on Hofmannsthal and Pater reads
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influence “not as a tangible gift that is handed over from one writer to the
other, but as something more like a pervasive connection that tends to act
as a reinforcement of the receiving writer’s ideas,” and focuses on the two
writers’ analogous treatments of time (153). After a brief factual introduction
establishing that Hofmannsthal first encountered various of Pater’s works
in 1894 and later read nearly all of his œuvre, Stamm discusses ideas about
time in the late nineteenth century, examines Pater’s treatment of it in the
“Conclusion” to The Renaissance and then, in the light of this application,
looks at a number of Hofmannsthal’s poems, a letter, a note and an essay to
bring out significant similarities and note some differences.
Martina Lauster’s piece focuses on Rudolf Borchardt’s somewhat
neglected centenary essay on Walter Pater, published in the Sunday
supplement of the Basler Nachrichten on August 13, 1939. She argues
that the ultra-conservative German-Jewish Borchardt had delusive
hopes that “Nazi rule would prove to be merely a temporary stage on
Germany’s way to cultural regeneration.” Pater’s writings are invoked
“as a quasi-military model” which can teach young Germans to “purify,”
“fire,” and “steel” themselves (169). Suggesting that this political context may
have deterred previous thorough interpretation, and after briefly examining
an earlier dialogue by Borchardt on the subject of form influenced by Pater’s
Greek Studies, Lauster then proceeds to tackle the essay in which Borchardt
characterizes Pater as “the master of [the] cross-cultural synthesis” of
important strands of nineteenth-century European thought (175). Borchardt
gives special prominence to Pater’s “Conclusion” and belives Romanticism
to be “a critical movement which originated in Germany” (184). He sees
“Romantic criticism reach its perfection” in Pater’s later works; for him, Pater
is the “Romantic who concludes Romanticism” (180, 181). Thus, Lauster
concludes, “by assimilating Pater, the epitome of Romanticism, Germans
found their cultural identity again, which had been lost since the decline
of Romanticism in their own country” (184). Lauster’s careful presentation
makes the essay seem, in spite of its dubious political agenda, an extremely
interesting and provocative document.
Mihály Szegedy-Maszák’s summary of the history of Pater reception in
Hungary asserts that it begins properly in 1904 with a long article by Sándor
Hevesi on Pater’s interpretation of classical antiquity. Other early Hungarian
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essays had also focused on Pater’s classicism because the country “had a strong
tradition of positivistic classical philology” (189), but Hevesi in particular
was admired as a stylist and the teacher of Oscar Wilde, whose tragic fate
had deeply moved the Hungarian reading public. Szegedy-Maszák suggests
that Pater was a canonical author in Hungary between the two world wars.
Among the many writers and critics he discusses, György Lukács’s early and
brief critical references to Pater may be of particular interest to theoretically
minded English-speaking readers. Due to the later impact of communism,
however, and “a version of Marxist ideology that condemned all authors who
spoke of art for art’s sake,” Pater received virtually no attention after World
War II up until 1999 (193). Then, the academic Aladár Sarbu produced an
essay on Pater’s contribution to English Modernism, a subject he proposed
to treat at greater length in a book. Szegedy-Maszák informs us that Pater’s
works, after a period of neglect in Hungary, are now “taught in departments
of aesthetics, comparative literature and English literature” (195).
Martin Procházka explains that Pater’s work “became influential in Czech
culture in the first decade of the twentieth century, thanks to the writers of the
second wave of the Czech Decadence” (196). He singles out Milos Marten’s
essay on Marius The Epicurean as the main focus of his study. Marten’s essay
was an afterword to the Czech translation of the book, which Procházka calls
“the most important text documenting Pater’s reception in the Czech culture”
(197). Marten – an essayist, poet, and writer of fiction – is an important
representative of the Czech Decadence and alert to the emotional mood and
atmosphere of Pater’s texts. Procházka shows how Marten notes Pater’s
“pagan sadness” in Italian Renaissance painting, particularly Botticelli, and
values his poetic and imaginative potency over his “empirical exactitude
and scientific rigor.” Pater’s imagination breathes “a soft changeable haze”
over the historical details of Imaginary Portraits, creating an “historical
chiaroscuro.” The portraits “transcend historical objectivity in a playful yet
emotional affect, blurring the boundaries between dreams, creations of art
and knowledge of its history” (199). Marten, interested in the rebirth of
Catholic spirituality in the works of writers like Paul Claudel, sees Marius
ultimately as a novel about “the transformation of paganism into Christianity”
(200). The spiritual sadness of the f in de siècle, which Marten sees typified in
the speech of Marcus Aurelius, is countered by Marius’ friends Cornelius and
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Caecilia who “can help the hero overcome [his] crisis and find an antipode to
pagan sadness in ‘Christian joy.’” Procházka concludes by stating that Marten
identifies himself with some of the features of Marius’ vision and is able “to
project his own views of history, morals and religion onto them” (202).
The “Young Poland” Movement taking place between 1890 and 1918,
which among its aims represented “a critique of the positivistic model of
the universe” (203), forms the background to the Polish reception of Pater
in Piotr Juszkiewicz’s essay. Polish commentators and translators were
particularly interested in the authors of the English Aesthetic Movement,
with information and opinions on Pater appearing for the first time in the
1890s. A wide-ranging selection of Pater’s essays translated by Stanislaw
Lack was published in 1909 in an eminent series of works by eminent foreign
authors, and Maria Rakowska translated and published three essays from The
Renaissance in 1909-10. The larger part of the essay deals with the critical
response to Pater, chiefly represented by the leading brilliant ‘Young Poland’
critic, Stanislaw Brzozowski. As a prelude to this survey, Juszkiewicz
considers and debates Pater’s status as an alleged critical impressionist
and discusses the ways in which “Young Poland” criticism typically treated
questions of artistic subjectivity, empathy and expression. The conclusion to
this essay explains Brzozowski’s perception of Pater’s texts as “malarious, full
of subdued passion and feverish,” as deriving from a blend of “high emotional
culture” and sustained intellectual penetration (214, 215). Brzozowski
appreciated in particular Pater’s interpretation of the problem of history,
“developed in search for the historical meaning inherent in the reconstructed
artistic personality” (215).
Maria Teresa Malfaia and Jorge Miguel Bastos da Silva contribute an
essay on Fernando Pessoa and the reception of Pater in Portugal. The authors
admit that, in spite of extensive research, they could only find evidence of one
translation of Pater, a brief extract from the essay on Leonardo, published
in the periodical Athena in 1924, in a translation by Fernando Pessoa, “the
most prominent literary figure of Portuguese Modernism and probably of
the twentieth century in Portugal as a whole” (216). This dearth of material
is undoubtedly due to the huge influence of French culture on Portugal in
the late nineteenth century and after. This meant that few English writers
were translated. On the basis of the translation and a laudatory reference
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by Pessoa to Pater as “the greatest of European aesthetes” in an essay on
the poet António Botto, the authors construct an argument based around
“the revaluation of Paganism” that undoubtedly says more about Pessoa than
Pater (222, 220). A concluding section summarizes dissertations from 1985
and 1997 on Pater and Aesthetic Relativism and Pater and Kant (the first
being Malfaia’s own MA thesis), which testify to Pater’s “recent reputation in
academic circles” (224).
Pater’s translations in Spain in the 1930s and 1940s are the topic of
Jacqueline Hurtley’s essay, which concludes this volume. Many translations,
including Pater’s, were produced during this period “as a fundamental part
of the cultural construction and consolidation of a national identity for a
Catalonia with international ambitions” (228). Hurtley discusses the tenets
of the noucentisme (or the cultural-political movement in Catalonia at the
beginning of the twentieth century) before providing careful descriptions
of the authorizing institutions, publishers and translators involved in this
translation process. These agents can be seen as bringing the values of classical
culture and English culture into the Catalan language. Marià Manent i Cisa’s
1938 translation of The Renaissance is seen as particularly timely, with five of
the nine essays potentially pertinent to the aim of “regenerat[ing] Catalonia
with humanist values” (236). General Franco’s victory in the Civil War in
1939 brought about an attempt to “re-Castilianize” Catalonia, and book
censorship at that time became obligatory (238). All publication projects had
to be formally approved in advance, and Hurtley discusses the impact of this
on various translators and their translations. The discussion of ideological
elements is interesting, although the painstaking description of the actual
texts and particular renderings is likely to be of interest only to specialists.
The overall point that “the quiet fellow of Brasenose” had “a not insignificant
part to play in the Catalan bourgeoisie’s struggle for national liberation” is
nonetheless an intriguing notion (254).
As can be seen from the accounts given above, this is a rich collection
which greatly extends our perceptions of the ways in which Pater can be
read and understood. For English speakers, it is a valuable supplement to
the Anglo-American canon of Pater scholarship, often providing interesting
overlaps. For example, it is especially useful to recognize how many European
critics and scholars saw Pater using his fictions and critical essays as a means
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of portraying his own subjectivity. But of course the differences, especially
the ideological ones, are fascinating too. The only negative feature of the
book is its price – an astounding $225.00 – ensuring that it will be purchased
only by the libraries of major academic institutions. But to end on a positive
note, the volume leaves one hoping that at some point an enterprising editor
will collect together English translations of some of the most valuable or
provocative of the European responses to Pater, such as Lee’s Italian article
and the essays by Laurent, Borchardt, and Marten so that these can be more
widely appreciated by Anglo-American readers.
Queen Mary, University of London
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WALTER PATER: NEW QUESTIONS, LATENT QUESTIONINGS
INTERNATIONAL WALTER PATER CONFERENCE, RUTGERS
UNIVERSITY, JULY 2729, 2006
HE CONFERENCE BROUGHT TOGETHER forty Paterians
from Canada, Denmark, England, France, Italy, Japan, the United
States, and Wales for three days of intensive discussion, debate, and
analysis. The cross-disciplinary range of the presentations was particularly
invigorating. To provide a synopsis of the conference, edited versions of the
participants’ abstracts are presented below, organized according to the sessional
plan in order to demonstrate the many intersections of people’s work.

T

SESSION 1: “FICTIONS” OF PATER
B A I, E, U  A
“H W P M H C C T H
M S: A D B G S W
P  P S M,  G S U,
U. S. A.,  ,   A.”
In this imaginary dialogue, Professor Marks, who has received and read
five papers from her student Walter Pater, including “Winckelmann,” “Pico
della Mirandola,” and “The Heroic Age of Greek Art,” calls attention to his
unacceptable practices in the handling of sources. These practices include
not quoting exactly in passages set in quotation marks, but improving the
diction and omitting or rearranging phrases and passages without indicating
ellipses; avoiding footnotes; and not indicating the extent of indebtedness to
other authors, especially “antiquarians.” Walter adroitly defends his practices
by quoting the opinions of Schiller, Goethe, and Emerson, and by relating
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his practices to stylistic goals that they help him achieve. Walter apparently
concludes that in this twentieth-first century environment he cannot develop
as the sort of author that he wants to be, a visionary prose artist imbued
with the intellectually and spiritually nourishing literature of the past and
in touch with archaeological discoveries. He bids the professor goodbye and
returns to England and the nineteenth century.
In an addendum to this dialogue, Inman asks why Pater’s handling of
sources, which was sharply criticized in the twentieth century, was not an issue
in the nineteenth. She answers that students in the Liberal Arts succeeded
by passing examinations, not by writing research papers; understanding
of the copyright had not in all fields settled into the twentieth-century
scientific model; reviewers, scholars, and critics were aware that throughout
Western history translators and editors had made “silent revisions”; and such
professionals and general readers were more appreciative of authors and of
distinction in prose style.
L B, B C, U O L
“T A  F: P  P (F)”
Pater is primarily identified as a critic, and writer of non-fiction; his
novels and short stories tend not to figure in most accounts or syllabi of
the nineteenth-century novel, a factor which silently reinforces his primary
status as a critic. However, it is perhaps unsurprising that Pater, a writer
inf luenced by French fiction (Flaubert and Merimée, for example), alive
during a period of eff lorescence and consolidation of the novel as a genre
in Britain and continental Europe, and self-confessedly and demonstrably
interested in prose, should turn to fiction in mid-life – the novel for his
second book, and the short story immediately afterward. Pater continued
to pursue and publish fiction until his death.
Part of what fiction offered Pater was a model for sustained work,
beyond the single review or the one-off commissioned article. Among other
things, longer fiction obviated the need for Pater to “collect” disparate
essays published over a long period of time (to which he was driven in
Appreciations), and it is interesting that even the short stories were united by
a single theme/title, that of Imaginary Portraits, echoing and re-directing
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W. S. Landor’s Romantic trope of conversation to visual art. Moreover,
by substituting imaginary protagonists for the historical subjects that
filled the essays of The Renaissance, Pater is able to move closer to selfexploration, and to the phenomenon of the contemporary male speaking
subject in a homosocial context. The fictional project is different than that
of the historical studies of the long Renaissance. While fiction for Pater
was arguably more dangerous, in that it was consumed by a more diverse
audience than criticism and thus more likely to be reviewed/exposed, it also
had more potential for personal and artistic satisfaction than history in the
possibilities it offered of freely exploring the interiority of the (fictional)
subject and shaping the plot.
With substantial models of British fiction (Dickens, the Brontës,
Thackeray, George Eliot) immediately behind him, Pater looks largely to
different traditions – to France, for example – and, in his tendency to write
historical novels and short stories, to a specific type of fiction sparingly
found in recent work by Dickens and George Eliot. To these two mainstream
offshoots may be added two more idiosyncratic models of nineteenth-century
writing ‒ Newman’s Loss and Gain and Landor’s Imaginary Conversations
– both of which contribute to the rich heteroglossia of Pater’s prose. “Style”
(1888), an essay that comes out of reviews of Flaubert, and follows the
remarkable outburst of fiction between 1885 and 1888 that Marius, Gaston,
and the Imaginary Portraits represent, are finally interrogated as a “position
paper” of Pater’s on fiction, among other subjects.

SESSION 2: AESTHETICS, ETHICS, AND THE RENAISSANCE
J E, B U
“R W P: ANDERS-STREBEN  C”
The seeming aporia of Paterian agency actually theorizes a form of
artistic authority that is simultaneously singular and multiple, unified
and self-divided; its power is visible primarily in the moments of its own
“partial alienation,” the Anders-streben to which Pater refers in “The School
of Giorgione.” It is at that moment, notes Pater, in which in its special
mode of handling its given material, each art may be observed to pass into
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the condition of some other art, by what German critics term an Andersstreben. Anders-streben is a partial alienation from its own limitations,
through which the arts are able, not indeed to supply the place of each
other, but reciprocally to lend each other new forces. Looking at The
Renaissance, we can see that for Pater, there is a significant relationship for
both artist and critic between the lack inhering in these “limitations” and
the supplemental reciprocity that Anders-streben engenders. Furthermore,
the multiple forms of “lack ” (amorous, political, social) generatively
contour Pater’s gaze, allowing him to assert the possibilities of a dialogic
relationship between artistic practices and products. In each essay of The
Renaissance, Pater explores how aesthetic or scholarly invention is always
predicated on the artist’s “partial alienation” from both his material and
from larger, culturally imposed limitations. Most crucial to Pater is the
way in which each artistic object, whether visual, plastic, or literary, retains
the traces (and material signs) of an originating struggle, an antinomian
exertion against some form of culturally imposed silence.
Chance is also central to the generative possibilities of Anders-streben,
the accidental and the contingent serving as forms of partial alienation
through which each art form generatively transcends its own limitations.
Throughout The Renaissance, Pater reminds us that no artist is fully in
control of his material or his circumstances (artistic or cultural); thus, for
both artist and viewer, it is this combination of chance and intentional
design that produces beauty. As such, for Pater, the experience of the
accidental links artist and viewer and is central to his theory of an observerdependent art criticism.
The recondite complexities of Pater’s writing embody a complicated
response to the ideologies of his period, including those of gender and
sexuality. Among these complexities is Pater’s insistence that some form
of “partial alienation,” simultaneously aesthetic and cultural, necessarily
haunts and engenders both the production and the appreciation of beauty.
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P J, R U
“S S: V R  P’
‘S B’”
The notion of realism surfaces intermittently throughout Pater’s Renaissance,
with reference not only to the style or effects of the aesthetic objects under
scrutiny, but also to the task of the critic himself. Pater distinguishes between
at least two kinds of realism: that which he frequently refers to as “mere
naturalism” and that which he allies with “visionariness.” The seemingly
paradoxical notion of “visionary realism,” or of a realism that is made possible
only by an artist’s vision, is central to “Sandro Botticelli” (1870), which
marks Pater’s first published acknowledgment of an alternative to the mere
birds-and-flowers naturalism of Giotto and his followers. Without asserting
that nineteenth-century British realism is at all univocal or uncomplicated,
it would be fair to say that Pater’s visionary realism intertwines with some of
the most general aspects of Victorian realism, especially in its emphasis on
the importance of sympathy in any attempt to understand and represent the
real. Because Pater’s work is frequently a hybrid of criticism and fiction, it is
important to place his notion of realism in the context of discussions of the
issue we find both in the field of criticism as well as in the field of fiction.
The kind of realism that Pater valorizes diverges in important ways from
those views, particularly as they are presented in the sphere of criticism
by Matthew Arnold and in the sphere of fiction by George Eliot. Pater’s
realism is part of his revision of Arnold’s famous injunction to “see the
object as it really is” insofar as it divorces the notion of the real from that
of objectivity. The subjective impression, far from being the negation of the
real, is acknowledged as the only means (if any) by which the real can be
experienced and represented. Pater, who frequently narrativizes aesthetic
objects such as the Madonna of the Magnificat and the Birth of Venus in order
to isolate their realistic effects, finds a closer ally to his position in works of
fiction, particularly in George Eliot’s discussion of realism in Adam Bede.
Yet Pater’s view also distinguishes itself from Eliot’s not only in its ability
to find realistic elements in representations that are not generally regarded
as realistic – representations of mythical or biblical characters, for example
– but also in the extremity of the sympathy that it requires both of the artist
and of the critic. It is not enough that the critic perceive the degree to which
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an artist has sympathy for his subject; the critic himself must have sympathy
for that subject in order to understand the artist’s work. Ultimately, the
visionary realism that Pater discerns in Sandro Botticelli returns us to the
task of the critic as Pater sees it and the problem of solipsism that is implicit
in his shift away from Arnoldian objectivity. Visionary realism represents,
if not a solution to the problem of solipsism that Pater assumes as a given
condition of all perception, then at least an attempt to move away from or
break out of that imprisoned condition.
S H, L S U
“THE R ENAISSANCE :  A  E”
Arguably, most students of literature arguably know little about
Walter Pater beyond a famous quotation – taken out of context – from the
“Conclusion” to The Renaissance: “To burn always with this hard, gem-like
flame, to maintain this ecstasy, is success in life” (154). There are reasons
for Pater’s largely caricaturish popular reputation. During a time when the
muscle of aesthetics was built in its ability to discover rules governing form
or to reconfirm religious sentiment and moral doctrine, Pater advocated a
theory that undermined such rules, in fact overturned them and made them
serve as enemies against art. His reputation consequently fared poorly among
subsequent generations. But the apparent relativism of Pater’s aesthetics, with
its emphasis on individual feeling and deflection away from any structuring
system, has found sympathy in a postmodern age.
Pater’s aesthetic calls for re-evaluation, and the last forty years of continental
criticism has left behind it a trail of theorists of uncertainty that, if put into
dialogue with Pater, could help bridge the gap between the ethical imperative,
traditionally associated with aesthetics, and the aesthetics of solipsism.
Lacan, Barthes, and Foucault are among the leading post-structural theorists
responsible for radically engaging such subject-based ideologies. Their theory
participates in a “culture of the self ” insofar as each explores the avenues of
anxiety in a subject’s inability to know itself and/or escape from itself. But,
while juxtaposing them with Pater would be rewarding, French philosophers
Jacques Derrida and Alain Badiou have even more in common with Pater both
in style and theoretical ambition. The common ground shared among the
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three thinkers might offer some explanation for Pater’s marginalized legacy,
and furthermore raise the possibility of an ethics of the individual based on
aesthetics.
How Pater commences teaching art and the process of aesthetic reception
shapes his ethical system. It is a system worthy of the name renaissance
because, ultimately, Pater identifies art in the degree of change upon the
subject as the aesthetic even leaves its impression. We find this same
sensibility articulated by Alan Badiou when he says, “For me, every singular
truth has its origin in an event. Something must happen, in order for there
to be something new. Even in our personal lives, there must be an encounter,
there must be something which cannot be calculated, predicted or managed”
(122). The Renaissance is Pater’s attempt to salvage culture; it is the event
that calls forth a new creation and changes being so that it becomes a fit
vehicle for responding to moral imperatives placed on him if he is to love.

SESSION 3: PATER, PHILOSOPHY, AND MYTH
K A, W O U
“P  O H”
The inf luence of Hegel’s philosophy on Walter Pater’s writings has been
documented and analyzed by a strong tradition of Pater criticism, yet Pater’s
relationship to his contemporaries known as the Oxford Hegelians has not
been previously examined. This paper explores Pater’s affinities with, and
implicit critique of, the philosophy of the most inf luential Oxford Hegelian
T. H. Green. Through the inf luence of Benjamin Jowett, Hegel’s philosophy
became the dominant inf luence for both Pater and Green at the beginning
of their Oxford careers in the early 1860s. This inf luence takes different
forms in their writings in the 1870s (politics for Green, aesthetics for Pater),
but they similarly develop their Hegelian roots in their last major works:
Green in his Prologemena to Ethics (1882), Pater in Plato and Platonism (1892).
Following the parallels of Pater’s and Green’s appropriations of Hegel’s
world spirit in these two works, I argue that Pater actually develops a more
dialectical philosophy. Green’s notion of an ethical force working through
individuals and political institutions clearly echoes Hegel’s terminology at
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key junctures. At the same time, though, Green’s adaptation of the world
spirit lacks a fully dialectical relationship with individual subjects. While
not explicitly referring to Green or his writings, Pater implicitly critiques
Green’s lack of dialectical development through his analysis of the NeoPlatonic reduction of the variety of the senses to the consistent gray of
abstract thought.
K H, U  E
“G P  P’ V  ‘S-C’”
Walter Pater anticipated T. H. Green’s call for “Englishmen under fiveand-twenty to close their Mill and Spencer and open their Kant and Hegel”
by more than a decade. The inf luence of German philosophy resonates
through Pater’s academic career and his philosophy, from his undergraduate
years, when he became f luent in German, to his final tussles with “the burden
of Hegel” in Plato and Platonism. And yet it is seldom considered at length
by his critics. In Pater in the 1990s, Laurel Brake identifies that new ways
of thinking about the relationship between literature and culture permit
fresh insights into Pater’s ideas. In this spirit, the traditional Anglocentric
approach to Pater’s writings must now be admonished. It is necessary to
think more expansively − in a geographical and disciplinary sense − about
Pater’s contribution to philosophy.
Casting light onto the shadowy dimensions of German Romantic and
Idealist thought in Pater’s writings, we might look in particular at their
ambivalent inf luences on his central concept of “self-culture,” a term he
borrows from Fichte. Three interlacing strands are involved: discussion of
the Victorians’ love-affair with German culture, which gave rise to the neoHegelian movement in philosophy; presentation of documentary evidence of
Pater’s travels in Germany and his readings in philosophy; and investigation
of how Pater interpolates Hegelian ideas with those of Kant and Fichte. In
The Idea in Nature, Anthony Ward presents Hegelian philosophy as Pater’s
rubric. However, such an assertion is problematized by attention to his
individualistic concept of “self-culture,” which contrasts with Hegel’s “social
self,” and, further, by the breadth of inf luences shown by his library records
and friends’ memoirs.
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Pater engages with Hegel on fundamentally different terms than the
neo-Hegelians who were spear-headed by T. H. Green. Their occupations
with Hegel reflect the political tradition in British philosophy. Pater is
interested only in elements of its speculative aesthetic that values art as
an expression of “Absolute Spirit.” While Pater refers to some of Hegel’s
aesthetic ideas, therefore, we must look further afield to understand the full
significance of German philosophy on “self-culture.” This concept has roots
in Kant’s “Copernican Revolution,” which had recentered the universe on the
individual back in 1781. Its Idealism is illustrated by The Renaissance, which
subtly but definitely defies the Empiricist label that has been unquestioningly
applied to Pater. Moreover, Idealist aesthetics provide fresh insights to
the relationship between individualism and aesthetic experience in Pater’s
writings: how Pater intertextualizes Kant’s concept of “disinterestedness” in
aesthetic judgment is considered, and the implications for freedom and selfidentity which had concerned Fichte.
How are we to understand the philosophical tenets of Pater’s writings in
relation to the academic vogue for German culture? Pater’s German contexts
have long been neglected, including the questions of how Pater attempts to
reconcile German and Romanticism, how he manipulates their “influences”
to his own pattern, and precisely what cultural shifts occur through his career.
Pater’s eclecticism provides an interesting case for Foucault’s suspicion of
influence, among other important issues. In light of Stephen Bann’s recent
book on Pater’s reception in Germany, a full discussion of how German
philosophy influenced Pater is timely.
E B, U  V
“Q P’ Q  B  M:
M M   L  T”
Whereas much has been said on Pater’s handling of classical mythology
in a long diachronic debate involving different critical perspectives, and
while Paterian scholars have often enjoyed the role of mythographers
of Hellenism, slight attention has been devoted to the writer’s interest in
other types of myths of Western culture. I am referring to what, borrowing
a definition from Harold Fisch’s A Remembered Future (1984), I here call
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“historical archetypes” or “modern myths,” myths whose origins date from
the Renaissance and whose fortunes have fluctuated in the following epochs,
reaching their apex in the nineteenth century. Another distinctive feature of
these myths is their tendency to metamorphose under the influence of history,
a trait which is again most patent in the nineteenth century, where Fisch
locates the beginning of their “dynamic” phase. Starting from his premises,
we may apply the notion of modern or historical myths to Pater’s work in
order to demonstrate how he re-appropriated one of them in particular, the
myth of Tannhäuser, and to introduce central issues of his poetics which thus
contributed to the creation of a distinctive trope of British aestheticism.
Like most modern myths (another example, also present in Pater, is Faust),
the legend of Tannhäuser conflates elements of classical mythology with
medieval Christian culture; in addition, it bears heavy marks of folklore. The
syncretic nature of the Tannhäuser motif exerted a strong appeal to Romantic
culture and proved highly representative for an age as culturally hybrid and
epistemologically confused as the fin de siècle. The character of Tannhäuser
developed into one of the favorite icons of British aestheticism, thus voicing
its totalizing and tantalizing quest for beauty. While it articulated the
decadent artist’s aspiration to formal perfection, however, Tannhäuser seemed
particularly apt to transpose his/her quest for gender roles and sexuality
through a non-conventional juxtaposition of male and female desire that
could be approached in art from different, even contradictory, perspectives.
The double significance – aesthetic and generic – that one can find in the
myth is emphasized in this analysis of Pater’s readings of Tannhäuser, which
appear in two significant moments of the writer’s career: the youthful essay
“Two Early French Stories” and the late, unpublished chapter “Anteros” in
Gaston de Latour. In both cases, the Tannhäuser legend conveys a tangle of
typical Paterian themes that crystallise around the writer’s vision of beauty
and sexuality, embedded within his personal theory of the history of Western
culture; in both, love and art are associated with religion but privileged in
terms of their sublime and masochistic features. To obtain a completer notion
of Pater’s use of the myth, we may compare his texts with contemporary and
subsequent interpretations of Tannhäuser in British aesthetic culture as given
by Swinburne, Morris, Burne-Jones, Beardsley, Hardy, and Vernon Lee.
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SESSION 4: GENDER CRITIQUES
S E, T C, U  O
“E   T: T P, P,  F 
P  G”
How should Pater be (re)read today in the light of developments in gender
studies? How has the consolidation of “queer” studies as an academic discipline
contributed to our understanding of Pater? Does Pater’s achievement still bear
scrutiny under the lens of gender studies? What can the experience of reading or
rereading Pater offer to queer studies or gender studies as academic disciplines?
Pater’s life and work fall within the period identified by Michel Foucault as
pivotal in the modern history of sexuality: in Foucault’s influential formulation,
it is in the last decades of the nineteenth century that the semantic shift from
the figure of the “sodomite” to that of the modern “homosexual” takes place.
In the wake of Foucault, critics like Richard Dellamora (Masculine Desire),
Herbert Sussman (Victorian Masculinities) and Linda Dowling (Hellenism
and Homosexuality in Victorian Oxford) have read Pater as a key figure in
the emergence of a modern homosexual sensibility. In this reading, Pater’s
writings belong to a body of texts – distributed across literature, medicine,
and the law – that provides an early theorization of the place and function
of male-male desire in modern culture. Important research by Billie Inman
and Laurel Brake has fed into this field, providing biographical evidence
for Pater’s own involvement in the homosexual subculture of his times.
Pater’s writings have been combed through for open or encoded references
to male homosexuality. In this process, texts like “Winckelmann,” Marius,
and “Denys l’Auxerrois” (to name the most obvious instances) have become
classics of nineteenth-century gender studies; Pater, like Wilde, is now often
approached and understood in the context of the study of homosexuality.
His critical reception and his reputation among academic and non-academic
readers today is to a large extent informed by notions of sexual difference.
So in what way is Pater a “queer” writer? Can his texts provide a further
challenge to our way of thinking of gender and sexuality today, and indeed to
the by now well-established practices of gender criticism? We may approach
these questions by examining the relationship between textuality and sexuality
in “Style” (1888), an essay that has not yet been the object of systematic
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enquiry from the angle of gender and sexuality. Pater’s texts continuously
force their readers to reconfigure the relationship between culture, desire,
and sexual pleasure. In “Style,” Pater analyzes the case of Flaubert in order to
show that sexual perversion is inseparable from literary and critical practice:
the activities of eros, reading, and writing converge. This connection between
the eroticized body and the text is in fact a persistent characteristic of Pater’s
writings; it appears not only in his essays but also in fictional writings like
“Denys l’Auxerrois” and “Emerald Uthwart.” In each text, Pater collapses
aesthetic and sexual discourses, eroticizing the production and consumption
of art. But, importantly, he also shows that the relationship between eros and
the text is in a perpetual state of dynamic redefinition, in which the aesthetic
emerges a site of perverse pleasure that is not historically predetermined.
N K, U  O
“‘B  L’: P  
‘O C’  F”
In much of the scholarship which has contributed to the “outing” of
Walter Pater in recent years, attention has been limited to same-sex desire
as the defining topos of Pater’s writings on human intimacy. Yet Pater’s
much broader concept of “friendship” – including, but by no means exclusively
limited to, the “romantic friendship” that may contain traces of a proto-gay
discourse – informs his writings in more complex and suggestive ways.
As David Halperin argues, friendship is “the anomalous relation: it exists
outside the more thoroughly codified social networks formed by kinship and
sexual ties” since it has “a paradoxical combination of social importance and
social marginality.” Time and again, from Pater’s first published writing
on Coleridge’s “quickened sense of beauty and compass of human feeling”
through the medium of the “friendship with Wordsworth,” Pater limns male
intimacy as the conduit for the most ardent concentration of the imagination
and understanding. It is Coleridge’s “contrast to his friend Wordsworth”
that interests Pater, the other poetic self who bears witness to the parade
of imaginative pain. Wordsworth is later characterized as the poet whose
sensibility has been heightened by “loss of friends and kindred,” just as Lamb
is energized by “longings after absent friends.” Winckelmann’s aesthetic
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epiphany is imbricated with his “romantic, fervent friendships with young
men,” allowing him to comprehend Greek statuary with a newly awakened
touch, before desire is thwarted through misreading the signs of promised
intimacy at the hands of his nemesis Arcangeli, in an example of what Eve
Sedgwick has termed the “paranoid Gothic” plot. In Marius the Epicurean,
Pater contrasts the “old Judaic unction of friendship,” textually preserved
by the dead hands of Aurelius and Fronto, with Marius’s living “feverish
attachment’” to Flavian and the “energetic clearness” of his friendship with
Cornelius, heightened through “its exigency, its warnings, its restraints.”
Growing “intimate” with Cornelius in the land of Hyacinthus, stained by a
martyr’s blood, Marius feels “the overpowering charm of his friendship.” In
Plato and Platonism, we are positioned as readers in the scopic role of the
“admiring friends” of beautiful young men such as Hippolytus and intimate
couples such as Harmodius and Aristogeiton, embodying the Lacedaemonian
ideal of a “clean, youthful friendship, passing even the love of woman …
elaborated into a kind of art.” This shared appreciation of male intimacy is
reconfigured by Pater into an intense textual fantasy in “Sir Thomas Browne,”
where Browne’s notion of the “friendly reader” allows for an “entire absence
of personal restraint” on the part of the writer, whose reader becomes an
“intimate friend.”
Other implications of Pater’s much neglected fascination with friendship
include the effects of the various institutions that housed and structured male
bonds (the private school in “Emerald Uthwart,” the cloister in “Apollo in
Picardy,” as well as Pater’s own institutional limits at Oxford University), the
Platonic tension between eros and philia, and the Whitmanian distinction
between “amativeness” and “adhesiveness” in Pater’s writings. As Gaston de
Latour puts it: “It had been better than love, that friendship!”
M D, L C
“M’ H”
We may trace Pater’s efforts to conceptualize the idea of a queer theory
from the end of “Winckelmann” – where, as a part of that effort, he makes a
significant turn from literary criticism to art criticism and the field of visual
representation – through Pater’s next essay, “Poems by William Morris,” and
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into his subsequent essay “Notes on Leonardo da Vinci,” and observe that
that often inhibited effort issues ultimately in the self-ref lexive image of
the Medusa, which operates as a complex image of the idea of queer theory
articulated under the psychological and cultural conditions of repression.
If at the end of “Winckelmann” Pater pictures two alternative modes of
male desire, one a pagan mode organized around the immanence of the
male body and the other a Christian mode organized around the absence
of the body and the sublimation of desire, in “Poems by William Morris”
Pater puts those pictures back into time to trace a history of desire from
the Greek ideal to Christian repression, describing the nature of repression
in terms comparable to Freud’s thirty years later. And if at the end of
“Poems by William Morris,” Pater imagines a re-emergence of the body
and its desires, and if his theorizing of desire comes to a new climax in
the conclusion that would later become the famous “Conclusion” to The
Renaissance, “Notes on Leonardo da Vinci” begins with Pater recounting an
historic act of textual self-censorship. That recounting thematizes Pater’s
own act of self-censorship as he suppresses the bold idea of a queer theory
in order to undertake the more restrained criticism, articulated in “low
relief,” of Leonardo da Vinci. That bold idea, however, re-emerges in the
text in the symptomatic and overdetermined image of the Medusa, which
represents simultaneously the process of ideation, the act of castration, the
problem of visual representation, and the provisional, apotropaic solution
to all of these.

SESSION 5: PATER AND THE VISUAL ARTS
L H, Y U
“W P: P   ”
Walter Pater’s very Victorian love affair with the past was eclectic in
its objects of desire and engagement, and enriching both personally and
professionally. One imagines him, like Winckelmann, “handling” the
art and literature of the past with purpose, passion, and an “enthusiasm”
permeated “with an almost physical excitement.” Yet, as much as the past
is a “living thing” for Pater, so too is the present. “Wincklemann” also
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insists that “the subtle and penetrative, yet somewhat grotesque art of the
modern world,” the complexity of “modern culture,” must be interrogated
with an equally “deeper view.” All the while that he is studying Hellenic
art, Platonic philosophy, or Renaissance culture, Pater is also developing a
“network” of associations among nineteenth-century French writers such
as Hugo, Sainte-Beuve, Baudelaire, Gautier, and Flaubert, and English
writers such as Wordsworth, Lamb, Arnold, Ruskin, Newman, Morris,
and Swinburne. “Modern” painters also strategically “penetrate the
network,” however subtly, and that is the subject of this paper: how the
very “modern mind” of Walter Pater experienced and assessed the works
of Jean-Baptiste Camille Corot and James Abbott McNeill Whistler. The
ongoing, intertextual presence of both in his writings not only reaffirms
Pater’s Bourdieu-like insight that artists “breathe a common air, and catch
light and heat from each other’s thoughts,” but constitutes one of those
definitional pairings which Pater deploys so effectively. References to their
names and works (whether identified or not) help Pater to trace the aesthetic
significance, “the vrai vérité about” romanticism and impressionism that “lie
beyond, and must supplement, the narrower range of the strictly ascertained
facts about” them. Furthermore, their innovations in “style” and form
constituted ongoing interventions in debates concerning the relations
between art and nature, the value of genres, and the degree to which the
painter’s subjectivity should be expressed in a work of art.
Rather than being affronted by the otherness which defined the men in
the eyes of many British reviewers – Corot, a decidedly French individual;
Whistler, the American trained in France who lived mostly in London and
affected a continental, dandaical persona – Pater again displayed his critical
independence, and “modern” cultural responsiveness, by enjoying those
differences and using them to further an “art for art’s sake argument. . . for
internationalism.” The “presence” of both in Pater’s writings further attests
to his program of “mixed up,” highly synthetic cultural critique (the same
“synoptic intellectual power” he attributes to Raphael).
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N K, C U  N Y
“T P  P O   V P: P’ ‘A
P  C P’  W’ ‘T P  M. W. H.’”
This paper is a detail in a large project that notices that between the 1880’s
and 1920’s the word “portrait” appears in the title of numerous stories, novels,
poems, and memoirs that earlier would have been called “The History of . . .,”
“The Life of . . . ,” “The Adventures of . . . ,” or would simply have carried
as title the eponymous name of the central figure, such as “Adam Bede” or
“David Copperfield.” Focused on the verbal portraits that begin with Henry
James’s The Portrait of a Lady (1881) and end with Gertrude Stein’s Portraits
and Prayers (1934), the large project notes that by the mid-nineteenthcentury cheap, mass reproducible photographic portraits saturated British
and American society, a phenomenon that erased class distinctions; but that
painted portraits retained an “aura” – those by Sargent and Whistler, for
example.
In this cultural context, both Pater and Wilde reacted, perhaps
unconsciously, against the mass reproducible photographic portrait and
created the singular painted portraits contained within of “A Prince of Court
Painters,” included in Pater’s Imaginary Portraits, and “The Portrait of Mr.
W. H.” In both stories, what makes the painting as physical object of central
interest is that the verbal portraits in both become defined, with respect to
agency, by the way they relate to the painting. The paper argues that the
most significant painting in “Prince” is the portrait of Marie-Marguerite,
ostensibly begun by Watteau and completed by Marie-Marguerite’s brother,
Jean-Baptiste; and that the painting, as well as the verbal portraits of MarieMarguerite, Watteau, and Jean-Baptiste, all compete for strength of agency.
The conclusion we can make is that Marie-Marguerite emerges as more potent
than the painting, and more potent than either of the two men, as well. In
“The Portrait of Mr. W. H.” there are again three verbal portraits: those
of the narrator, Cyril Graham, and George Erskine, and there is again a
painting as physical object – that is, the forged portrait of “Willie Hughes.”
In this story, in contrast to Pater’s, supreme agency is won by the painting, as
two of the three men die and the narrator confers upon the forgery the role
of portrait of a beautiful young man; and the image of any beautiful young
man is finally the true quest of the narrator. Although the paper does not try
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to relate this close reading of two sets of imaginary verbal portraits, each set
containing a painting as physical object, to the larger project indicated at the
beginning of this proposal, the paper raises questions of agency, as well the
persistent question, “why call this particular story a portrait?” that may be
answered in different ways as more texts, including more of Pater’s imaginary
portraits, are considered.
L Ø-J, U  C
“S, S,  P’ I S  T”
The sense of touch had a problematic status in eighteenth- and nineteenthcentury aesthetics: it figures prominently in Winckelmann, is ignored by
Lessing, but insisted upon by Herder as essential in the appreciation and
understanding of sculpture in his Plastik of 1778. In his Âsthetik, Hegel
gives sight and hearing undisputed supremacy as by far the primary senses
involved in the study of art; indeed, touch is almost ignored in his discussion
of sculpture as classical art. This paper discusses Pater’s attitudes to volume,
sculpture, and the sense of touch midway between Hegel and Berenson’s
“tactile values,” first formulated in The Florentine Painters of the Renaissance
(1896). Pater’s concern with the sense of touch and with sculpture changed
significantly from The Renaissance to Appreciations, partly in response to the
critical reception of The Renaissance, and partly as an indication of Pater’s
increasing interest in writing as a fine art. Of the various art forms and senses,
sculpture and touch are arguably those most suggestive of the hedonism and
eroticism so heavily criticized by Pater’s reviewers. Winckelmann’s journey
from Germany to Rome brings him “from abstract theory to intuition, to the
exercise of sight and touch,” “in touch with antiquity,” and “he fingers those
pagan marbles with unsinged hands,” as Pater no doubt wished his readers to
finger the first edition of The Renaissance, with its famous ribbed paper and
rough edges, where the reader’s exercise of sight and touch supplement and
stimulate one another into a full appreciation of Pater’s ideas.
Pater’s interest in tactility, sculpture and volume becomes far more abstract
in the essay on “Style” (1888) which heads his Appreciations. Indeed, Pater
develops what one might call “an imaginative sense of touch” in his use of
sculpture as a metaphor for good writing. The term is, of course, analogous
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to Pater’s own “imaginative sense of fact,” and just as Pater in the essay on
“Style” connects the subjectivity of the historian and the writer of fiction by
means of their exercise of the imagination, so does he connect the working
processes of the sculptor and the writer and their imaginative dealings with
the materiality of marble and language. When speaking of “that frugal
closeness of style which makes the most of a word, . . . the exaction from every
sentence of a precise relief, … the just spacing out of word to thought,” Pater
applies to the fine art of writing his sense of space and touch. The sculptural
genre of the relief lies half way between the two dimensions of writing and
the three dimensions of sculpture, and to follow up on the ground-breaking
research of Linda Dowling and Carolyn Williams of the 1980s on Pater’s
ideas of language and relief, I propose to explore the theoretical implications
of language and relief from new angles.

SESSION : FICTION AND NATION
N B, E L C, T N S
“A P A: P  C T”
In sharp distinction to straightforwardly melioristic treatments of antiquity
by Victorian novels such as Kingsley’s Hypatia (which Stanwood Walker has
recently argued exists in the same tradition as Marius the Epicurean), the later
nineteenth century often saw late antiquity as a kind of mirror of its own
cultural transition. Walter Pater strove for just this sort of mirror effect in
his novel Marius the Epicurean. Pater sets Marius in second-century Rome,
which allows him to sort through various philosophies, finding none of them
satisfactory, even, and especially, the Stoic centrality of Marcus Aurelius, who
he cannot see as anything but mediocre. Pater elevated beauty and rejected
the ugliness of the industrializing world, but in rejecting Marcus Aurelius
he rejected an organic, sustaining “culture” as an ideal. Marius’s (and by
inference, Pater’s) diagnosis of Marcus’s mediocrity is a stringent critique
of a certain kind of complacent historicism, as both figures are riding on
the coattails of “the past” in order to constitute their own modern authority.
Marius converts to Christianity, and indeed is martyred for it – in the tradition
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of what Maureen Moran has recently termed the “historical conversionromance.” But what Marius actually “converts” to is an idiosyncratic sort of
Christianity, less a triumph of doctrine than what Marius calls a “perpetual
after-thought” that can never be distilled into doctrine. Pater was interested
in antiquity for its own sake, but also as a mirror, and this mirroring leads us
to ask: what did Pater see his own time as in transition to?
We may also address this question to Pater’s discussions of cultural
transition in latter times, in The Renaissance, in Gaston de Latour, and in
modernity in “Diaphaneitè” and “Emerald Uthwart.” In all these works, Pater
chronicles cultural transition. Yet transition is never determinate. Marius, in
particular, defers a determinate cultural transition by decoupling the triumph
of Christianity from a new racial dawn represented by Germanic barbarians.
Though Pater does note the presence of “our own ancestor, representative of
subject Germany” in what Nelson Goodman terms an “autographic” way, he
does not overly idealize the Germans, as Kingsley had in Hypatia. Pater, in
an aesthetic sense, is attracted to late Latin texts such as The Golden Ass and
“The Pervigilium Veneris” (the sort later explicitly associated with “decadent”
writers such as Huysmans). Pagan Rome does yield to Christianity in Marius,
but it is not a complete or unqualified yielding, as Christianity is described
as “a permanent protest established in the world, a plea. . . . which humanity
henceforth would ever possess in reserve, against any wholly mechanical
and disheartening theory.” Thus to become a determinate “theory” would
undermine this permanent protest. Such is Pater’s implied attitude towards
any new cultural force, even later ones in the Renaissance and in modernity
itself.
D F, U  C-L A
“A A: E  MARIUS THE EPICUREAN ”
It is useful to analyze the literary project of “Euphuism” described in Walter
Pater’s Marius the Epicurean within the context of late-Victorian debates
regarding the compatibility of aesthetic refinement and liberal democracy.
One of the high points of this controversy occurred in 1883, when William
Morris declared himself to be “one of those called Socialists,” rejecting
the Gothic utopianism of the Arts and Crafts Movement for a political
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radicalism that rebelled against the constraints placed on artistic production
by Victorian capitalism. The 1885 publication of Marius the Epicurean can be
seen as a response to Morris’s rejection of art through recourse to concepts of
language and aesthetics derived from Hegelian thought.
Pater’s unusually early access to Hegel, his involvement with the “Old
Mortality” group and extensive familiarity with British Idealist thought, the
fact that he owed his career advancement to an extensive knowledge of the
German Idealism then de rigueur in Benjamin Jowett’s Oxford – all these
things indicate an engagement with Idealism deeper and more sustained than
critics have previously acknowledged. While Morris’s rejection of art was
motivated by a revolutionary political economy, the description of “Euphuism”
in Marius the Epicurean counters Marxist materialism by embodying a concept
of language similar to that found in Hegel’s Jenenser Realphilosophie, and in
the concept of “aesthetic labor” implicit in Hegel’s Philosophy of Fine Art. For
Hegel, language exists as a means of appropriation enabling the existence of
individual subjectivity by allowing for the creation and communication of
private knowledge that is “invisible” to the world. Consequently, the “task
of poetry” is to “make visible the energies of human passion and emotion”
such that they appear to the human mind effortlessly, and at the same time to
render invisible the imaginative labors of both the writer and the reader.
While most critics believe Pater’s prose formally exemplifies the literary
project he describes in Marius, Pater’s engagement with Hegelian concepts
of language results in the productive incorporation of Hegel’s thought
into the form rather than the content of his prose as it attempts to conceal
the labor required for its own composition. The appropriative discourse of
Euphuism enacts in linguistic terms what Marx in his materialist idiom
famously calls “commodity fetishism.” Commodity fetishism is the operation
by which the social relationships between people become confused with the
commodities extracted from themselves as producers and consumers, resulting
in the concealment of the human labor required to produce the commodity;
Euphuism knowingly identifies the labor required to create the composition
with the language of the composition itself in order to crystallize its aesthetic
effect. If one takes the publication of Marius to be Pater’s attempt to assert
publicly the tenets of an aestheticism in competition with radical socialism,
then one can read Paterian aestheticism as the venue for expressing human
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freedom within the relations of production by appropriating and aestheticizing
the constraints of Victorian capitalism, rather than obscuring the reality of
the social relations of production. One result of such a reading is that we can
therefore take seriously the Paterian claim that “in art we are free.”
M P, U  U
“P   Q  N”
Focusing particularly on Gaston de Latour, this paper takes up the topic of
Pater’s explicit and (more often) implicit responses to the rise of nationalism
in the later nineteenth century, and his ref lections on the effects of national
consciousness and national difference in cultural history. Very much against
the prevailing spirit of his age, Pater was resolutely cosmopolitan in outlook,
and insisted upon the importance of internationalism for art and culture.
Pater rarely takes nationalism as an explicit subject in his writings, but it
arises with remarkable frequency on the margins of his discussions of cultural
change. Many of the portraits in The Renaissance, for example, focus on
literal or figurative border crossing: figures who leave their nation of origin
for better prospects elsewhere (Winckelmann), or who look to a foreign
tradition for inspiration (Ronsard). Even where Pater is concerned with
cultural movements that predate the notion of national consciousness, he
often highlights the power of what Benedict Anderson has called imagined
communities. Thus Marius the Epicurean describes the emergence of a
Christian community out of the declining Roman Empire; and imaginary
portraits like “Duke Carl of Rosenmold” and “Apollo in Picardy” narrate
the rise of a cosmopolitan consciousness (the Enlightenment, the “Greek
spirit”) out of a barren prior age.
Pater’s allusions to national consciousness in particular, and to various
forms of imagined community more generally, are by no means incidental
or unrelated, but comprise a running argument against nationalism and in
favor of cosmopolitan communities defined by taste rather than language
or birthplace. Pater is hardly opposed to community, but tries to rethink
communal bonds according to his overriding notion of culture as a synthesis
of prior influences. His well-known description of Plato’s philosophical
originality, from Plato and Platonism, can serve as a model: much as Plato,
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according to Pater, creates something new by juxtaposing old ideas, so
communities create identity by bringing together myriad traditions and
cultural influences into a new constellation. Community is produced and
reproduced out of the reception of traditions, and not by the handing down
of a unitary and essentialized lineage. Thus, for Pater, the nation is a deeply
problematic model of community, and one that contrasts fundamentally
with his ideal of art and culture.

SESSION 7: PATER AND THE ENIGMAS OF
FICTIONAL “TYPES”
J S, U  B
“‘D’  D – A  ”
Walter Pater’s “Diaphaneitè” is an early, short, and fragmentary essay.
It has been of critical interest because its delineation of the “diaphanous
type” provides an initial pattern, a key-signature of Pater’s work. Termed
“aesthetic,” “transparent” or “crystal” by various critics, the diaphanous hero
recurs in many forms as Pater’s protagonist: as, for example, the German
art historian Winckelmann in the eponymous essay, as Michelangelo, in the
shape of Antoine Watteau, as Duke Carl of Rosenmold, or most elaborately as
Marius in Marius the Epicurean. At the same time, however, despite its crucial
status within Pater’s oeuvre, a number of stylistic fissures and inconsistencies
in the intricate argument of “Diaphaneitè” may leave readers baffled.
This paper concentrates on Pater’s concept of the diaphanous character as an
ideal figure, but approaches the issue from a hitherto neglected perspective. It
departs from the assumption that “Diaphaneitè” represents Pater’s contribution
to one of the major questions in Victorian Britain, namely which type of
character might best provide a heroic model for the author’s own time.
Instead, it considers how Pater elaborates his ideal vision by radically questioning
prevalent notions of gender, situating the “diaphanous” within the androgynous.
Not unlike the apotheosis which Arthur Henry Hallam undergoes in Tennyson’s
In Memoriam, the exaltation of the androgynous in Pater’s “Diaphaneitè” aims
at the introduction of an alternative kind of ideal masculinity.
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Pater explicitly mentions Dante’s Beatrice as one example of the
diaphanous type, known for its peculiar delicacy and transparency. In the
context of “Diaphaneitè,” Beatrice turns into a composite icon, whose original
womanliness is overshadowed and eventually surpassed by the simultaneously
envisaged representation of another kind of manliness. Investigating the
significance of Dante and Beatrice in Pater’s works, contextualizing Pater’s
engagement in her broader Victorian reception, and exploring the essay’s
intertextual dimension all help to improve an understanding of the elusive,
and partly contradictory, nature of the diaphanous ideal.
M U, U  S P, J
“‘D’: P’ E T”
As many Pater scholars argue, there is a German ideological background
in “Diaphaneitè.” However, “Diaphaneitè” is so general and sketchy that
it is rather difficult to detect a definite single model for the diaphanous
character. Germain d’Hangest treats the essay title as a French word and says,
“Diaphanéité, ce titre un peu étrange.” The title is indeed “a little strange.”
This paper asserts that the title, a modified version of the French word, enables
one to trace the possible presence of Victor Hugo in Pater’s earliest essay.
In the opening chapter of Les Misérables, Hugo describes the pure nature
of a deeply religious elderly lady. The woman here seems to be no longer a
physical being, but has become, in her old age, a transparence, so to speak, as
everything in her expresses her angelic nature. A literal translation of Hugo’s
“et cette diaphanéité laissait voir l’ange” would be: “and this transparency lets
you see the angel.” Hugo notes the woman’s thinness (“maigreur”) but here
he depicts not her physical characteristic, but her spiritual quality. Hugo’s
phrase “cette diaphanéité” is very similar to Pater’s essay title. It is interesting
that Hugo again uses the idiosyncratic word “diaphanéité” when pondering
the diaphanous creatures in his Les Travailleurs de la mer. Hugo attributes the
quality of “diaphanéité” to the “méduse” (jellyfish) in the limpid sea water.
Hugo’s Gilliatt thinks that “since living transparencies inhabit the water,
other transparencies, equally living, might also inhabit the air.” A Paterian
echo from this passage could be found in Florian’s thinking of the “homereturning ghosts.”
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With his use of the word “transparent,” Pater reminds us of Hugo’s use of
the idiosincratic word “diaphanéité” in his two novels. Therefore we might
presume that Hugo’s conception of “diaphanéité,” depicted in the passages
of his two great novels, was always at the back of Pater’s mind when he
mentioned either of Hugo’s two novels and referred to the aesthetic value of
being transparent.
M F, C U
“‘T U I L’: T F  A
E  IMAGINARY PORTRAITS”
What is it about a particular experience, a “momentary act of sight
and passion and thought,” that makes an impression on a viewer? In the
“Conclusion” to The Renaissance, Walter Pater goes a long way toward
answering this question, describing the process by which the mind encircles
a moment, separating it and enshrining it in memory, so vividly that the
experience of reading it itself almost qualifies as a Wordsworthian spot of
time. Yet, equally important is the question of why an experience makes
an impression on a particular viewer or a particular group of viewers, a
question that has everything to do with the subjective nature of aesthetic
appreciation and its grounding in a unique historical moment, a question that
is fundamental to another series of Paterian texts, the Imaginary Portraits.
This paper considers Pater’s Imaginary Portraits in terms of his narrative
framing of aesthetic experience. If, as Gérard Genette has argued, “the reason
for aesthetic feelings lies in the phenomena of affinity” – an affinity to be
found in the relationship between subject and object – it seems worthwhile to
investigate how Pater stages the moments in which the perceiving subjectivity
recognizes just such an affinity with something in the world. All of the
Portraits – in different ways – are dreams of space, both of actual spaces
that inspire in the subject strong sensations (what Henri Lefebvre has called
“representations of space”) and of imaginary spaces created by the mind as
outlets for certain fancies, desires, and memories (“representational spaces”).
They are also allegories of aesthetic development, personal and cultural comingof-age stories that strive to ground and to map certain sensations by linking
them to previous sensations that are, in turn, connected to the place in which
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they were first felt and consciously registered. For these reasons, reading the
Imaginary Portraits through the lens of spatial theorists such as Lefebvre and
Bachelard offers a productive means of exploring the topographical element
present in these stories of aesthetic experience; it also provides the opportunity
to scrutinize the narrative function of mapping in the representation of these
phenomena of affinity.
Pater describes Coleridge as one in whom “this power of association, of
concentrating many elements of sense in an object of perception, is refined
and deepened into the creative acts of imagination.” The Imaginary Portraits
both illustrate and anatomize “this power of association,” using the narrative
frame to give form to an abstract concept. By creating for each of his protoaesthetical protagonists a rich historical backdrop, Pater dramatizes the
private perceptual performance, charting for the reader the intricate chain of
incident and impression that awakens and shapes the finely-honed sensibility
capable of recognizing the “latent intelligence winning a way to the surface”
of the world.

SESSION 8: KEYNOTE ADDRESS
C C, U  W, A
“L R: S S’ S   C”
Simeon Solomon’s prose-poem A Vision of Love Revealed in Sleep was
privately published in March 1871. This paper sees it as one of the pivotal
creative acts in the artist’s career, his attempt to bring together the themes
and motifs that had appeared in his pictures on religious ritual and love
shown at the Royal Academy and the Dudley Gallery in the late 1860s. In
the process of writing A Vision these themes were transformed, became more
overtly allegorical, and made to represent a defense of the nature of his sexual
desire for other men. The critical reception of A Vision, which I examine
briefly, suggests that some reviewers understood both the method Solomon
adopted and his message.
The paper identifies several contexts for Solomon’s work, some of which
depend upon particular sexual, gendered, cultural and religious contexts,
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others upon a reading of experimental practices in the London art circles of
the late 1860s and early ’70s which included D. G. Rossetti, Burne-Jones,
Swinburne, and Pater. It further offers several historical models for Solomon’s
imagery in poetry and painting such as Petrarch, Blake, Dürer, Gozzoli,
Signorelli, and Botticelli, whose works appear in “quotations” or borrowings
in Solomon’s paintings and, later, in A Vision. In developing his “synthesised
allegories,” Solomon uses both Dante’s Commedia and Francesco Colonna’s
Hypnerotomachia Poliphili but uses them to create something new, different
and transgressive; for him the “dark wood” becomes a kind of cruising place
as well as a gallery for tragic and triumphant images of Love.
In the final image of A Vision, examined here at length, we discern
Solomon’s method of synthesis in various ways: daringly, the figure of the priest
in Amoris Sacramentum combines not only male and female characteristics, but
classical, Jewish, and Christian motifs too. Could there be a suggestion, too,
that Pater’s visionary diaphanous figure is appropriated as well?

SESSION 9: PATER AND AVANTGARDE AESTHETICS
P C  V. C. C, U  R
“L S: E     T
D”
Between Balzac’s statement that “il faut que chaque chose paraisse ce
qu’elle est” (Traité de la vie élégante) and Pater’s delineation of “diaphaneitè”
in the short (and somewhat mysterious) essay of the same title, a line of
continuity can be descried, one that takes us directly into some of the most
daring statements in contemporary sartorial practice. We are thinking,
for instance, of Versace’s evening gown, realized in pearly PVC and clear
plastic for the 1995-96 Autumn/ Winter collection, and of Martin Margiela’s
plastic dress of 1994. The much-debated question of the relationship between
interiority and exteriority is thus developed, in this paper, along a line which
links an abstract concept – “transparency” and its twin, “diaphaneitè” – with a
material object (dress, clothing, fashion) although it is always unsatisfactory
to pin fashion down as a material object. As the visible, corporeal “spoils”
of our inner, invisible self, dress has its own role to play, and this fact
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situates it in a separate category from all other objects. In this sense, its
nearest relatives might be some pieces of furniture, such as chairs, obviously
moulded on human anatomy. But chairs lack the movement, and therefore
the expressiveness, which garments, when worn, receive from the body
underneath.
The type of the “diaphanous,” as Pater delineates it, is characterized by
an inexhaustible capacity to blend, by dint of study and work, the material
with the spiritual element. The result is a special kind of “simplicity,” aiming
at the neatest possible outward expression of personality. To be “simple” here
means, very literally, to know no “double”: to have only one face to show.
“The artist and he who has treated life in the spirit of art desires only to
be shown to the world as he really is.” A correctly “diaphanous” existence
is lived in the permanent display of itself: diaphaneitè is nothing if it is
not shown. A maximum of spiritualization is thus made to coincide with
a maximum of materiality. Pater sees it as a failure in communication that
“the world has no sense fine enough” to appreciate the subtle gradations of
moral life which are required to perceive flesh and spirit as distinct and one
at the same time. What he chooses not to see is that the “evanescent shades”
into which his “diaphanous” subjects are tirelessly refining themselves, would
furnish excellent material to the newborn art, or technique, of photography.
Yet even his title, “Diaphaneitè,” would hardly have been conceivable before
the invention of photography.
Between photography and fashion the affinity is an elective one. Even more
than “diaphaneitè,” fashion is nothing if it is not shown. And it was soon
to be discovered that through the new medium of photography a vivifying
luminescence could be engrafted directly on dress, and through dress on the
body itself. As Susan Sontag has written, “great fashion photography is
more than the photography of fashion.” Gradually, a new type of sensibility
was coming to light, perhaps only a variety of the old “diaphaneitè.” It would
be desireable, and at times even necessary, to live one’s life – certainly a “life
quickened at single points” – under cover of fashion.
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C W, R U
“W P, E F T”
Although we are not accustomed to thinking of Pater as an early film
theorist – since, of course, film as such had not yet been developed at the
time of his death – there are several respects in which it makes sense to do
so. Pater’s work is saturated with awareness of the moving image. This essay
links his concern with art history and theatrical history of the tableau to his
well-known concern with the epiphanic moment.
Primarily focused on “The School of Giorgione,” the essay is organized
around five main points: () Pater emphatically stresses the moment in early
Renaissance art history when the painting was detached from the wall to
form a “tableau,” which significantly can be moved from place to place.
() During the nineteenth century, “tableau” took on a primarily theatrical
significance, referring to moments of intense dramatic condensation,
pictorially represented by a still composition of acting bodies. Diderot, the
first theorist of the theatrical tableau in relation to the painterly tableau,
describes its function in ways remarkably similar to Pater’s descriptions
of the “animated instants … which seem to absorb past and future into an
intense consciousness of the present.” () In Pater’s exposition, the tableau is
intimately related to music, insofar as music renders the distinction between
form and content meaningless. Formally speaking, the melodramatic theater,
which forms Pater’s immediate theatrical past, is based on music subtending
the dramatic action and interrupted by the pictorial freeze-frames of
tableaux. () In addition to music, Pater uses the modernist image of a “space
of … fallen light” to represent ideality in painting. This alternative image
for the epiphanic moment demonstrates his affinity with the pre-cinematic,
photographic aesthetics of the still picture. () As is well known, Pater’s work
is pivotal in the nineteenth- and early twentieth-century literary history of
the epiphanic moment, which stretches from Wordsworth’s “spots of time,”
through Ruskin and Pater, to Woolf and Joyce. I argue for the connection
between the “serial discontinuity” of this narrative form (a term used by
Martin Meisel) and early film technology, which moves still pictures rapidly
in front of a light source to produce the illusion of “moving pictures.”
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SESSION 10: ACOUSTIC AND SPATIAL AESTHETICS
E C, Y U
“A U: P’ ‘   ’”
Walter Pater’s well-known dictum that “All art constantly aspires towards the
condition of music” in “The School of Giorgoine” demonstrates a uniquely aural
understanding of the nature of aesthetic appreciation. If, as Douglas Kahn,
a theorist of sound in the avant-garde argues, Western society “readily and
pervasively privileges the eye over the ear,” then Pater’s suggestion that music
is more ideally suited to commingle subject-matter and form than any other
art is an unexpected assessment of the beautiful, a domain that often remains
overtly or covertly dedicated to visual perception. Moreover, as Kahn states,
“visually disposed language ... favors thinking about sound as an object, but
sound functions poorly in this regard: it dissipates, modulates, infiltrates other
sounds, becomes absorbed and deflected by actual objects, and fills a space
surrounding them” (4). Why then, given that the “waves of wandering sound”
have such unwieldy, inconsistent, and malleable qualities, does Pater beckon
to the sonorous art as a way to prevent the “false generalization of all art into
forms of poetry” (144, 131)? What is it about music’s aural undecidability that
satisfies Pater’s search for aesthetic pleasure rather than thwarting it?
Despite the inclusive nature of the comments about music, Pater begins
the essay by noting that critics who fail to distinguish between the arts when
assessing their beauty fall short of appreciating the “sensuous element in art”
(130). It is the absence of the physical domain, the tendency of such critics
to neglect the material nature of artistic products, that Pater deprecates.
Instead, he contends the critic must examine the “variations of the beautiful,”
for each art has “its own specific order of impressions, and an untranslatable
charm.” The critic’s job, then, is to “disengage the virtue,” as he states in
the “Preface” to The Renaissance, of a particular art from natural sights
and sounds, not to distill an essential, universal objectivity, but to find a
subjective, “special impression of beauty or pleasure, to indicate what the
source of that impression is, and under what conditions it is experienced.” Only
after difference and the “delightful physical quality” have been established
can the critic observe how one art can “pass into the condition of some other
art … not indeed to supply the place of each other, but reciprocally to lend
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each other new forces.” Significantly, it is just at this moment in his text,
when he attempts to find an aesthetic common ground, that music – the
wholly aural art form – becomes integral to his aesthetic philosophy. By
examining the employment of music in the essay – as a performative art,
as capable of enabling difference, and as inseparable from the quotidian –
one could argue that music holds such a position in Pater’s theory precisely
because of its indissolubility from material conditions. It is the very material
nature of sound, its everydayness, that leads Pater to view music as the art
which “most completely realizes this artistic ideal, this perfect identification
of matter and form.” In this way, as Pater notes when describing the subjectmatter of Giorgione’s painting The Concert, “life itself is conceived as a sort of
listening–listening to music, to the reading of Bandello’s novels, to the sound
of water, to time as it flies.”
A E, K’ C, U  L
“W P’ A I:  S A
  ‘G’”
Newly theorizing Pater’s conception of artistic media according to
the interrrelations of music, painting, and architecture in “The School of
Giorgione” allows us to reconsider the familiar idea of musical in terms
of a primarily spatial approach to art. Pater began his career following
Hegel’s theories of media, but his musical ideal involves a radical turn
which is mediated by his reading of Venetian painting. Hegel conceived
of music as the absolute negation of space, a medium predicated purely on
temporal becoming. But Pater replaces this theory with an emphasis on the
spatial qualities of music: his readings of Giorgione and Titian emphasize
the fact that music invisibly permeates the entirety of inhabited space,
performing a transfiguration of architecture, landscape and mise-en-scène. The
“Giorgionesque” image represents an acoustic space which in an important
sense fulfills the ideals of Aestheticism; a total artistic environment which
is also a space of play.
The paper examines the ways in which this ideal also emerges out of Pater’s
writing on architecture, following the suggestion in “The School of Giorgione”
that the architecture of the Loire Valley chateaux is able to achieve a poetic
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and musical function. This ghostly invocation of the Loire chateaux was a direct
response to 1870’s periodical articles about French chateaux. After detailing this
context, the paper suggests that the image synthesizes broader currents in Pater’s
writing on space and architecture, in pieces such as “Notre-Dame d’Amiens,”
“The Child in the House,” and “The Prince of Court Painters.”

SESSION 11: NEW APPROACHES TO PATER SCHOLARSHIP
M B-L, U  N, L V
“W P, N J N  T”
The critical reception to Walter Pater in the twentieth and twenty-first
century seems to inspire a rhetoric of discontinuity – of the fin, the break, of
a before and after, of sudden renewal after long dormancy – rather than one
of continuity. Such rhetoric presupposes a clear distinction between the Pater
of his “own day” and the Pater of “today,” of Pater then and now. The most
apparent explanation for this way of talking about Pater is that it reflects the true
and obvious trajectory of literary and critical history. But we might also wonder
whether Pater himself – so nuanced in his treatment of history, temporality, and
renaissance – encourages or even predetermines this rhetoric with which we seem
to talk about him. By, rather, resisting the rhetoric of discontinuity, one could
argue that Pater’s work continued to exercise its influence, even in the long critical
history that falls between then and now.
As Billie Inman has documented, there has indeed been a consistent output of
Pater scholarship even during the supposed middle ages that preceded his critical
“renaissance” in the 1980s. So too have his ideas and impressions continued to
influence criticism as such, one could argue, in a perhaps unacknowledged but
hardly latent way. To make this case fully, it would be necessary to document
the Paterian traces that run deeply and often through the seemingly antithetical
works of the formalists and New Critics, but also among the subsequent critical
generation that, in turn, stood antithetically to them. That is beyond the scope
of this paper. Nevertheless, we might risk a provisional claim: poststructuralism
and gender studies did not make it possible for Pater’s work to come to life again.
Pater himself did, and he was never really dead in the first place.
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To map the peculiar way in which Pater’s criticism works its way into the
criticism of those who succeed him, however, it is perhaps necessary to start
with the “then.” Oscar Wilde, in “The Critic as Artist,” provides one iteration
of Paterian influence we could call paradigmatic: the famous scene of Gilbert
reciting Pater’s even more famous description of the Mona Lisa upon seeing
the painting for himself. Here, Wilde demonstrates that Pater’s critical
influence endures not merely as a set of ideas, but more specifically as words.
The strange language of possession in this passage, the way Gilbert’s own
impression of the Mona Lisa is, after Pater, guided by Pater’s words – indeed
becomes Pater’s words – figures the expression of impression(ism) as a scene of
inscription. The generative creativity of such an act demonstrates Gilbert’s
thesis that criticism, so vivified, is indeed “more creative than creation.” The
link between this Wildean re-reading and those of later critics may, without
further evidence, seem strained. Yet in fact, it highlights a complex dynamic
of citation that brings Pater into focus as an interlocutor to later critics who
would avow little relation to him, from Cleanth Brooks to Stanley Fish, and
may provide a useful guide for tracing Pater’s enduring influence not just now
and then, but everywhere in between as well.
M L-C, U  S-P IV
“P’ S   H”
The hypertext is becoming a new medium for scholarship, allowing quick
and universal sharing of knowledge, as well as providing a new textual model
for scholarly criticism. Walter Pater raised the issue of scholarship in his
own time and his view may help us assess how the hypertext could be best
used in Paterian studies. Does it not challenge the nature of textuality itself,
fragmenting the work’s formal structure and opening the book to a whole
web of verbal and non-verbal references? The hypertext may be appropriate
for highlighting intertextuality and presenting Pater’s extensive culture. Its
perpetual openness, however, contrasts with Pater’s emphasis on a compact
textual structure and on closure. The hypertext also affects the author/reader
relation, undermining the dominant position of the writer. Yet the reader,
who enjoys greater freedom, runs the risk of remaining on the surface, as
he may fall into the trap of “sophistic vice.” The problem is more complex
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when it comes to hypermedia. Immediate and direct links give the impression
that pictures are merely equivalent to texts. Yet despite considering a possible
synaesthetic experience, Pater insists each art has its own untranslatable
form, and his comment on ekphrasis emphasizes the importance of retaining
distinctions. Finally, the hypertext encourages us to look at the text as an
observer. It suggests a new area of research around space/time shifts, for which
Jacques Fontanille’s comparative semiotics provides a methodology to explore
relations between literature and the spatial arts.
G S, B C C
“T C C R  W P”
Since the advent of the computer age, there has been a veritable explosion
in late-Victorian studies in general and in Pater studies in particular. While
it is true that he was still “somewhat under a cloud” in the early 1970s, that
cloud has dissipated. In November 2005, to cite an isolated example, there were
109,000 “hits” on him on the Internet. Whole schools of thought have arisen
about the man and his oeuvre. Leading scholars have devoted the better part
of their professional lives to him and have become far more reliable and candid
authorities than any who wrote between the 1860s and the 1970s. Critical theory
itself has undergone several permutations (modernism, in diverse forms, gender
studies, deconstruction, queer theory, and “area” studies) allowing fresh insights
into Pater’s aesthetic, his conception of the “imaginary portrait,” and recollections
of childhood and “historicity.”
It is time for scholars concerned about Pater’s literary reputation to assess
twentieth- and twenty-first century perceptions of Pater, to elucidate his
continuing hold on the critical and literary imagination, and to review the
critical tradition of the last thirty-five years. By showing the shift from hostile
“modernism” to a more open and inclusive conception of literary persona, we
can see why Pater is no longer dismissed as precious and inconsequential by the
guardians of High Culture (such as Eliot) but recognized as an original who
synthesized personal preoccupations and aesthetic/critical response to various
art forms, nature, and others. Since Western culture no longer upholds the
restrictions under which Pater labored to define his Weltanschauung, his genius
in the use of suggestion – association, transparency, diaphaneity, masochistic
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delay – has become more recognizable. The hallmark of a master craftsman is
that he can keep the rules of his genre or Sitz im Leben, but, because he has
thoroughly internalized those rules, make his performance appear graceful,
even spontaneous. In this regard, Pater has few equals. Recent critics readily
appreciate the subtlety with which Pater interweaves intellectual history,
aesthetic method, and sensual self-indulgence. What scandalized some of his
contemporaries and those who considered him, however dismissively, in the
middle of the twentieth century, can now be regarded as no more threatening
than what Lawrence S. Kubie called “the neurotic distortion of the creative
process,” a distortion born primarily of intolerance and repression.

SESSION 12: PATER AND PEDAGOGY
C M, Q M C, U  L
“T P”
Walter Pater is an important and highly influential thinker and stylist.
In view of this fact, how can we ensure that he is appreciated by a new
generation? How do we teach a writer – often assumed to be difficult and
rarefied – to our students? This paper describes the ways in which I teach
Pater to my undergraduates in the School of English and Drama at Queen
Mary. The College, set in the East End of London, is unusual among British
“old” universities in having a student intake which is very mixed in terms of
ethnicity, class, and background. Some students arrive already well equipped
for academic study while others have difficulties with writing and find it
harder to adapt to the demands of a higher education institution.
Pater is a seminal figure in my twelve-week course on nineteenth-century
aesthetic prose which is aimed at second-year English Literature students
and designed to be “writing-intensive,” providing varied opportunities for
students to write in ways that make them ref lect on the nature of writing and
on their own style. Students taking this course undertake to write a logbook
detailing their initial perceptions of each week’s set reading, their sense of
how that perception was then enlarged and enhanced by the seminar, and
their reactions to an exercise set for homework which relates to that week’s
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reading. The homework exercises are related to the individual reading
for each week and are designed to test what students have learned about
a particular writer’s characteristic style, themes, and devices, usually by
asking them to write a few paragraphs of their own creative prose in response
to a set topic. In the first week, we examine the impressionistic portrait
and focus on Pater’s treatment of the Mona Lisa. After an intermediate
week on Swinburne’s prose, we move back to Pater in week three. At this
time, students read a selection of essays from The Renaissance. They also
read “The Child in the House” and consider the notion of impressionistic
autobiography. In week four they read two related critical pieces – the essay
on Dante Gabriel Rossetti from Appreciations and “The Genius of Plato”
from Plato and Platonism – to figure out their points of connection. In the
ensuing weeks, students are encouraged to find and discuss links between
Pater and the later writers they study such as Wilde, Vernon Lee, Symons
and Yeats. The paper discusses the means by which Pater’s texts are studied,
the kinds of exercise sets, and students’ reactions.
V L, T P P
A S, N Y C, NY
“W P: N P  Y L H S”
What could Walter Pater possibly have to say to high school students
studying the performing arts in a Manhattan public school in 2006? My
paper “Walter Pater: Now Playing at Your Local High School” gestures
towards a possible answer to this question in at least two ways. First, it is
by way of film that I have succeeded in rendering Pater’s prose accessible,
meaningful, and highly relevant to teenagers about to make the transition
from secondary school to college. Second, it is through Pater’s exquisite
conceptualization of “play” that I hope to lead students away from their
intense preoccupation with futurity and towards a greater appreciation of
the sensuous and sensual pleasures that Pater promotes. The passage by
which I authorize this lesson in aesthetics is, of course, from “The School
of Giorgione”: “Often such moments are really our moments of play, and
we are surprised at the unexpected blessedness of what may seem our least
important part of time; not merely because play is in many instances that to
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which people really apply their own best powers, but also because at such
times, the stress of our servile, everyday attentiveness being relaxed, the
happier powers in things without are permitted free passage, and have their
way with us.” Yoking together this receptiveness to the world at large and
students’ perception of film as a joyful release from their “servile, everyday
attentiveness,” I wish to stress the rewards of the “transparency” that Pater
celebrates in “Diaphaneitè,” and of Henry James’s exhortation to be “someone
on whom nothing is lost.”
L H, Y U
“W R  P R   F”
Twenty years ago, significant research on Pater began by visiting the
Houghton Library at Harvard or the various collections in Oxford (Bodley,
Brasenose College). Today, the adventure begins on a desktop or a laptop
anywhere, using various Internet search engines. Prior to the conference,
several people suggested that a report on Pater resources available on-line,
and a basic “webliography,” would be very useful contributions. Therefore, I
determined to conclude the “pedagogy” panel by sharing what I had learned
in the process of preparing the web resources summary. I also wanted to
acknowledge the work that had been done by my research assistant, Ruth Knechtel,
a doctoral student at York.
The report confirms that one’s primary and secondary research can be
greatly enabled by on-line resources. (It is available to anyone who wants
a copy at ljhiggins@aol.com.) Everything from e-texts of early editions of
Pater’s essays and books to on-line classical libraries and virtual tours of the
art galleries Pater admired can be accessed. Post-conference, anyone who
would like to offer an update for the Pater Webliography is encouraged to do
so. Revised versions of the Webliography will be announced in forthcoming
issues of The Pater Newsletter.
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9,*,5;7<)30*(;065:
)662:657(;,9
M, C. L ATIN POETRY AND THE JUDGEMENT OF TASTE: AN
ESSAY IN AESTHETICS. O: O U P, .
Martindale provocatively argues for a return to aesthetic criticism in
contemporary critical practice. Kant and Pater are the two models that he
advocates throughout the book. He focuses on Pater’s reworking of Kant’s
Critique of Judgment in formulating his own model of aestheticism and
persuasively defends Pater’s critical method against the attacks of positivist
critics in the past and in the present (see especially pages 170-77).
Stefano Evangelista
G, R. ROMANTISME ET POSTROMANTISME DE WORDSWORTH À PATER.
P: L’H, .
This book comes after the publication of Romanticism and Postromanticism from
Coleridge to Hardy (1996). Pater’s scholars will be particularly interested in chapter
eight, “Marius the Epicurean or Christianism as ‘natural religion’” (157-192).
René Gallet defines and examines the different stages in Marius’ development
- from his new, positive interpretation of Heraclitus to the apprehension of the
“Great Ideal,” the discovery of “deism as a rational possibility and a capacity of
assent on partial evidence.” Gallet very subtly shows the continuity between the
“Conclusion” (The Renaissance) and Marius. He also studies Pater’s manuscripts
“Art and Religion,” “The Aesthetic Life,” and “The Writings of Cardinal
Newman.” His philosophical references are outstanding from the Greeks to
Comte, Hegel, Kant, Mill and Schelling, to name but a few. They contribute
to highlight Pater’s very complex synthesis of philosophical ideas.
Martine Lambert-Charbonnier
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B, L. “B, B,   C  S 
P’ M ARIUS THE EPICUREAN.” NINETEENTH-CENTURY PROSE . ():
-.
Behlman reconceives the movement of Marius the Epicurean toward
Christianity considering Pater’s critique of Stoicism a central issue rather
than a “minor detour in the path toward affirming Epicurean values” (134).
Through an analysis of a set of death and mourning scenes involving Stoic,
Epicurean, and second-century Christian beliefs, Belman argues that, for
Pater, “both Stoics and Epicureans insufficiently conceptualize death and
improperly treat bodies” (135). Belman first shows how Pater’s depiction of
Marcus Aurelius challenges dominant Victorian views of Marcus Aurelius:
in place of the admirable philosopher-king who successfully combines ascetic
rigor with human tenderness (advanced by Mill and Arnold), Pater presents a
hypocritical ruler whose “body-denying philosophy” and “sentimental appeal”
serve to secure his political power (136). Belman acknowledges that advocating
“the primacy of immediate sensual experience” in Epicureanism in some ways
offers an alternative to Stoicism, which is unable to “associate our bodies with
our subjective selves,” but goes on to argue that Epicureanism like Stoicism
fails to successfully overcome the isolation of the individual in mourning (141).
Finally, Belman suggests that, from Marius’ first encounters with second-century
Christians to his burial by them, the novel offers an alternative to the “lonely
monads” of “Epicurean epistemology and ethics” and the “stratified Stoic social
and ethical order” through “the doctrine of bodily resurrection and the communal
experience of the underground Christian society” (154, 155).
Kit Andrews
B, E. “R ’   
’  P.” STRUMENTI CRITICI . (S ): -.
Bizzotto traces the influence of Pater on the Italian poet Giovanni Pascoli (18551912). Through a parallel reading of their texts, Bizzotto analyzes the mythical
understanding of childhood shared by the two authors, especially their interest
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in pain and suffering (often associated with the passage into adult age) and
their pre-Freudian study of the lingering psychological presence of childhood
into adulthood. She compares their treatments of late-Latin culture and pagan
religion, and draws attention to hitherto unnoticed correspondences between
Pater’s experiments with genre and prose style in the Imaginary Portraits and
Marius and aspects of Pascoli’s poetics.
Stefano Evangelista
C, J. “C A  P’ ‘S’.” PAPERS ON
LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE . (F ): -.
Coates uses a footnote in the essay on “Style” as a way of illuminating its premises,
tracing Pater’s understated controversy with George Saintsbury’s Specimens of
English Prose from Malory to Macaulay. Saintsbury, who was instrumental in
the rise of English Studies, rejected all attempts to poeticize prose, maintained
a didactic neo-classical conception of good prose writing, and warned against
the experiments of Aestheticism, which he associated with an incipient
individualism. By contrast, Pater asserted the “imaginative” beauty of prose as a
peculiarly English gift and was condescending about styles protected from risk
of embarrassment, suggesting that the chaotic and changing temper of his age
demanded a more flexible prose. Pater wanted to “rehabilitate the whole notion
of self-consciousness in writing” (20), but while this demanded a revolt against
Saintsbury’s eighteenth-century models, his call for the writer to produce a
“sincere apprehension of what is most real to him” was equally at odds with the
“posturing” and “attitudes” of Wilde’s “The Critic as Artist.”
Andrew Eastham
C, J. “T H L  W: A A  P’
S.” NINETEENTH-CENTURY PROSE . (S ), -.
In this rather idiosyncratic essay, John Coates selects and examines three key
representations of smiling women who appear in Pater’s works. These are,
in order of publication, Leonardo’s Mona Lisa from the essay “Leonardo da
Vinci” (1869) in Studies in the History of the Renaissance (1873), the Empress
Faustina from Marius the Epicurean (1885), and Marguerite of Navarre from
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the unfinished Gaston de Latour (1888-). Coates claims that these women are
“silent or smiling assertions, for good or ill, of perceptions and values at odds
with the world around them. Pater employs their subversive potentialities,
while recognising that their power is not of one kind or used to one end”
(193). Coates’ close reading of the essay on Leonardo da Vinci, culminating
in an analysis of the Mona Lisa, is the most interesting and convincing of his
selected examples.
Catherine Maxwell
C, J. “P   L I.” CAHIERS VICTORIENS
ET EDOUARDIENS . (A ): -.
Coates’ close analysis of “Lacedaemon” is a response to what the author
considers to be a simplified reading of the essay by Richard Jenkyns in The
Victorians and Ancient Greece (1980). Paying close attention to the intricacies
of Pater’s language and style, Coates identifies a “deeper theme” (54) in
“Lacedaemon”: the comparison between Sparta and Victorian England in
terms of politics, education, and religion.
Stefano Evangelista
C, B. “‘T P  N’ S’:
I  E  P’ ‘P M’.” 
IMPERSONALITY AND EMOTION IN TWENTIETH-CENTURY BRITISH LITERATURE.
E. C R  J-M G. M:
U M III, . -.
Coste celebrates Pater’s investigation of Mérimée’s impersonality and detachment
as a prototypical account of modernist irony and its discontents, attempting
to illuminate this reading through Lacanian notions about the ego-ideal and
the relationship to the other. Following the essay on “Style,” Pater’s focus
on Flaubertian self-effacement and detachment – the “mind” in style – is
balanced with an appreciation of the “soul” of writing, a “vagrant sympathy”
often induced by religious enthusiasm. Coste reads this in terms of an
unutterable encounter with the other, leading to an interesting turn in Pater’s
account of Mérimée’s life: when Mérimée encountered an ironic distance
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equivalent to his own, in his correspondence with the unknown lady ( Jenny
Dacquin), his “infantile and denied credulity comes back with a vengeance to
defeat the master of the literary illusions” (40).
Andrew Eastham
D, G. “W P’ MARIUS THE EPICUREAN  
D  S  MACMILLAN’S MAGAZINE: ‘A C  
N C’.” ENGLISH LITERATURE IN TRANSITION . ():
-.
Dawson argues that Marius incorporated controversies about the “allegedly
materialist epistemology of contemporary science” (38), dramatizing the Victorian
conflict between science and religion. In spite of Marius’s move from
scepticism to a “visionary understanding,” the novel preserves a substratum of
materialist discourse, synthesizing the Heraclitean doctrine of motion with the
contemporary idea of “conservation of energy” (43), expounded in periodicals
of the 1860s and 1870s by Tyndall and Spencer. Marius’ “momentary celestial
vision” is read in comparison to that of G. H. Lewes, who was puzzled by his
own youthful noumenal glimpses. It concludes with the suggestion that Pater’s
anonymous review of Jules Lemaître’s stories reveals his own self-conception as
a “creature of the nineteenth century,” who finds the world “absolutely subject
to the reign of physical law”(50).
Andrew Eastham
F, D. “T ‘C’ P S  P’ THE RENAISSANCE.”
NINETEETH-CENTURY P ROSE . (S ): -.
This essay enters familiar critical territory in considering the relationship
between paganism and Christianity in The Renaissance, but brings fresh insight
by tracing the way Pater’s use of the words “curious” and “curiosity” serve as
a key in deciphering this relationship. Franke observes that “to be ‘curious’ in
the face of ‘orthodoxy’” is a central virtue among the artists and scholars Pater
admires and emulates, and that the appearance of the former almost always
carries a specific antinomian thrust. He also suggests that “curiosity” – the
very word, its “repetitive, incantatory use” in Pater’s prose – itself becomes
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a curiosity, a thing, within The Renaissance. That is, the words “curious” and
“curiosity” denote both the inquisitive spirits (like Leonardo) and the artistic
objects they created. But at the same time, repeated use of the words creates
a kind of “etymological allegory,” calling up an entire linguistic genealogy that
excludes none of their historical meanings. This process is precisely parallel, in
Franke’s analysis, to the proper role of the pagan spirit in relation to Christian
orthodoxy, and precisely the way to keep that spirit alive.
Megan Becker-Leckrone
G-E, A-F. “W P’ D
 P:  P   L.” CAHIERS VICTORIENS ET
EDOUARDIENS  (A ): -.
An excellent paper including references to Plato and definitions of Greek
words like khlide and erotika. As opposed to Jowett’s interpretation of Plato,
Pater’s many references to such Dialogues as deal with eros and philia show his
attempt to promote a discourse of the body. In “Diaphaneitè,” Pater uses the
polysemy of the word khlide to describe the diaphanous being. Winckelmann’s
enthusiasm is reminiscent of the way Plato describes the elevation of the soul,
but the journey’s end takes a homoerotic dimension. In Plato and Platonism,
Pater presents the philosopher as a lover and as an advocate of the visible
world, thus turning Plato into a precursor of the Aesthetic Movement.
Martine Lambert-Charbonnier
H, L. “A ‘T S’   M S:
W P’ R D,”  VICTORIAN RELIGIOUS DISCOURSE:
NEW DIRECTIONS IN CRITICISM. E. J V. N. B: P
M, . -.
This thoughtful, closely argued essay opens with the suggestion that too much
attention has been given to the “possible role of religious dogma in Pater’s life
and texts” at the expense of the “pivotal role of religious discourse” (190). Higgins
rectifies this omission with a valuable examination of several unpublished
works-in-progress by Pater: “Art and Religion,” “The Aesthetic Life,” “The
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History of Philosophy,” “Thistle,” and “Moral Philosophy.” She shows that his
texts have a double motive: first, “to dismantle the absolute truth claims of
Christianity, interrogating its doctrinal paradigms and especially its somatic
regime”; second “to reaffirm, as an alternative, the imaginative and idealistic
potential of historically specific religious discourse” (191). Throughout, she
demonstrates Pater’s interest in “the social, spiritual, and aesthetic possibilities
of religiousness” (191), which can nourish sensibility, help resist the “encroaching
and ‘sterile’ scientifism of the age” (190), challenge “materialism and ennui”
(200), and foster sympathetic community. For Pater, “Religion and art …
should be considered as alternative sites for the production of values; they are
complementary, not competitive, and never mutually exclusive” (200).
Catherine Maxwell
J, S. “E E: W P, ‘S 
S,’   E  M.” NINETEENTH-CENTURY LITERATURE
. (S ): -.
Jöttkandt considers “Sebastian van Storck” within the context of the “current
turn in critical theory” to “the question of ethics,” which, she argues, “also
underlies Pater’s distinctive aestheticism” (164). Responding to Alain Badiou’s
call for an ethics with a “workable conception of sameness beyond the infinite
play of differences” (166), Jöttkandt develops a post-deconstructive recovery of
metaphor grounded in equivalence rather than identity, “a trope of likeness that
is not dismissive of difference” (168). This revised conception of metaphor leads
her to a reassessment of “Sebastian van Storck” : instead of dismissing the title
character’s philosophical abstractions as an ethical dead end, she maintains that,
through Sebastian’s idealism, Pater “elegantly portrays…the formal ‘nihilism’
of the representational consciousness,” which is also manifested in the story’s
evocations of art and history (186). For Jöttkandt, Sebastian’s ambiguous death
and apparent rescue of a child is not “a sudden change of heart,” but an act “in
accordance with his original, theoretic principles” (193). She concludes that
“[r]ather than a lesson in reversal, Pater’s portrait of Sebastian suggests a need to
persevere in our theoretical endeavors, and, in so doing, to continue to ‘equate’
principle and action or metaphorize it (in this non-tautologous sense)” (195).
Kit Andrews
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L, A. “P’ M.” THE JOURNAL OF PRE-RAPHAELITE STUDIES
 (F ): -.
Starting from Pater’s dictum in “The School of Giorgione” that “All art
constantly aspires towards the condition of music,” Leighton examines the
question of “how to hear music in literature” through Pater (68). She revisits
many well-known and some lesser-known passages from The Renaissance,
“Style,” Marius, and Gaston, providing a close analysis of issues of rhythm,
punctuation, and flow, and of the aural dimension of Pater’s prose.
Stefano Evangelista
O, K. “’D C  I R’: R,
D,  R  W P,”  INNOCENCE AND RAPTURE: THE
EROTIC CHILD IN PATER, WILDE, JAMES, AND NABOKOV. N Y: P,
. -.
Ohi’s study examines the nexus of ideologies concerning childhood sexuality,
aestheticist prose style, and queer theory. The analysis of the language in
the texts under consideration is coupled with contextualized understandings
of the authors and their historical and cultural circumstances. Particularly
important to the book as a whole is the leading and comprehensive chapter
on Pater in which Ohi argues that Pater’s erotic relation to death manifests
itself as an experience of displacement or self-loss. By reading through a
variety of figural, semantic, and conceptual groupings, including sympathy,
indifference, and the figure of the child, Ohi investigates the interchange
between Pater’s erotic aesthetics and his prose style. Substantial sections on
several of Pater’s significant “attachments” from The Renaissance are discussed:
Winckelmann, Pico della Mirandola, da Vinci, Michelangelo, and Botticelli.
Ohi also explores fictional texts such as Gaston de Latour and “The Child in
the House” in the chapter.
Elicia Clements
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R, N. “L L: T E()  A  P,
O,  S.” MODERNISM/MODERNITY .  (A ): -.
Rosenfeld’s discussion of Pater’s proclivity for a particular kind of luminescence
discloses his indirect way of assessing art objects (and the world around him).
Revealing his subversion of then-contemporary beliefs about aesthetic
appreciation – such as those proposed by Ruskin – Rosenfeld suggests that
Pater’s “oblique gazing” prefigures the postmodern deprivileging of originary
moments and certainties. Pater’s skeptical way of seeing beckons his readers
to scrutinize objects in an unprejudiced, unfocused way to uncover the
beautiful in “odd” yet highly significant images or moments. Rosenfeld then
looks at Michael Ondaatje’s The English Patient and W. G. Sebald’s The
Rings of Saturn through Pater’s “candlelit” lens, as she calls it, to speculate
on the importance of searching for “grayness” in a post-Hiroshima, postHolocaust world.
Elicia Clements

,::(@:>0;/56;()3,9,-,9,5*,;67(;,9
C, J. “T V C  N A.” ELH 73
(): -.
Camlot examines two trends in Victorian rhetorical and philological theories
of the naturalization of foreign words into English: “national, linguistic
protectionism” and “cosmopolitanism,” then analyzes Pater’s essay “Style” as “an
apotheosis” of the latter (496). Camlot shows how the emphasis of Victorian
theorists of style and rhetoric on uniting the English people through “a
language common to all men” (491) is grounded in the “racial nationalism” of
many nineteenth-century philologists who advocated a Saxon-based English
as an antidote for the growing foreign influence on English (494). In his
reading of Pater’s “Style,” Camlot argues that Pater, like other cosmopolitan
critics such as George Saintsbury and John Morley, challenges these theories’
resistance to foreign words, but in a characteristically cautious way “without
being overly threatening or offensive to more insular, nationalistic positions”
(502). Pater develops a theory of the naturalization of foreign terms, but
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for Pater this naturalization “is not subject to the historical narrative of
comparative philology but is an achievable goal by the literary critic.”
Through an analysis of Pater’s borrowings from Flaubert for the description of
Leonardo’s La Gioconda, Camlot demonstrates how Pater’s elaborate composing
process with its careful choice of words and their “fastidious placement” (505)
allows him to naturalize foreign words in a highly individualized style that is
also “universal” (506).
Kit Andrews
J, N B. “R  C D: W P,
W C,   L  W A.”
MODERN PHILOLOGY . (N ): -.
Jackson sets out to complicate the standard account of Wordsworth’s role in
establishing a cultural divide between high art and mass culture. Critics of
English Romanticism typically identify Wordsworth’s “Preface” to Lyrical
Ballads, with its tirade against popular literary genres that reduce aesthetic
experience to mere sensation, as a major moment in the consolidation of high
culture. Jackson argues that, in his poetry, Wordsworth blurs the distinction
between sensation and reflection, and in an “effort to accommodate bodily
sensation within reflective mental activity…inaugurates a dialectical conception
of aesthetic response” (211) that prefigures a “dialectical antagonism between
elite and popular literary aesthetics” (233) in Victorian culture. Jackson chooses
Pater and Wilkie Collins as his Victorian exhibits, both authors – and their
respective genres of aesthetic criticism and sensation fiction – associated with
the valorization of sense-experience and subsequent complication of “high” and
“low” literary pleasures. Jackson argues that Pater responds ambivalently to
Wordsworthian “feeling,” and at times even “denigrate[s]” (222) the “sensuous
character” of the poetry – “Pater’s critique of Wordsworthian sensuousness
is therefore ironic…because Pater’s own work was liable to the charge of
appealing to the same forms of embodied aesthetic experience as did the
popular literary genres of the same period” (224).
Kenneth Daley
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L, M K. “G  M: T R  P 
 R  M   N C.”
VICTORIAN STUDIES : (S ): -.
Louis’s article deals with the rise of interest in ancient Greek Mystery
cults in nineteenth-century poetry and scholarship. She argues for the
pervasive influence of romantic poetry (especially Wordsworth) on Victorian
treatments of ancient Greek myth and identifies an intensification of an
“anti-Olympian” sentiment in Victorian poetry. Louis traces the inf luence of
Swinburne’s celebration of the chthonic deities on Pater’s essays on Dionysus
and Demeter and remarks on the emphasis on ritual and the aestheticizing
of Christian religious sentiment in these essays.
Stefano Evangelista
MK, D. “C  R  N: M 
M   P M.” POPULAR MUSIC . (O ):
-.
A paean to Pater and pop. McKinney regards Pater, “a natural-born pop rhapsodist
in a walrus moustache” (312), as pop critic par excellence – sensual, idiosyncratic,
non-ideological. Pater’s critical method, combining “detailed reports on the
observable” with “fantastic reveries on the unseen” (317), represents the ideal
response to the “mechanics” and the “mysteries” of pop music’s transcendent
moments. McKinney performs his own analysis and reveries in response to an
idiosyncratic selection of songs – Carole King’s obscure “A Road to Nowhere”
(1966), Eminem’s “Stan” (2000), and Smokey Robinson’s “Cruisin’” (1979).
Kenneth Daley
O, K. “‘T A  “B”’: T E B 
H J’ E A.” ELH (): -.
Ohi’s essay maps circuits of homosocial desire in James’ short story as a means
for understanding the more intricate – and Ohi believes more important
– structural, figural, and narrative logic by which “The Author of ‘Beltraffio’”
operates. He allows from the start that the narrator’s explicit fetishism of
the doomed, beautiful son of the story’s protagonist is clearly “queer” in the
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“sociosexual” sense of that term, but argues for a different understanding of
“queerness” grounded in textuality. Ohi maintains that the aestheticist theme
of discipleship and influence, and all of the attendant erotics of that theme,
are manifest in the destabilized structure of the narrative itself, and that the
“equivocal” forms that these destabilizations take are themselves “the story’s
aestheticism.” In turn, narrative equivocation, which not only depicts or
expresses an interpretive conundrum, but also enacts it and imposes it upon
its reader, is “the queerness of aestheticism” as such. Ohi ties several features of
the story to comparable moments in Pater’s work. The telescoped temporality
of the story, its links between eroticism and death, its emphasis on fascination
as seductive and transformative are obvious if not defining features of Pater’s
work as well.
Megan Becker-Leckrone
S E, A. “LOS DIOSES EN EL ESILIO  H H
    RETRATOS IMAGINARIOS  W P R
  ” CUENTO EN RED: ESTUDIOS SOBRE LA FICCION BREVE
(F ).
Starting from an account of the unorthodox voices in late-Victorian culture
– a group that includes Pater along with Wilde and Hardy – Sánchez proposes
a reading of “Denys l’Auxerrois” and “Apollo in Picardy” that highlights Pater’s
indebtedness to Heine’s unorthodox vision of Greek mythology. As the major
intertextual presence in the two stories, The Gods in Exile allowed Pater to
disguise through myth dangerous references to himself in his texts as a “man
and artist marked by sensitivity and inclinations that could not be mentioned
in his time.” The Joycean allusion in Sánchez’s title, then, does not strictly
imply a discussion of the imaginary portrait as a Künstlerroman, nor point
to possible Modernist developments of Pater’s fiction. Rather, it refers to the
autobiographical veiling and unveiling that is perceptible in his mythological
portraits through the pervasive presence of homosexual motifs. Sánchez’s essay
does not offer significant new critical insight into either “Denys l’Auxerrois”
or “Apollo in Picardy.” An original perspective, which would deserve further
development, is instead independent of the mythological discourse. It hints
at parallels between the prelapsarian microcosm of “The Grange” in “Apollo
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in Picardy” and the idea of nature as “the Pagan adoration of its elements”
that Sánchez sees as permeated with Ovidian evocations, thus suggesting the
unexpected presence of Latinity in Pater’s Hellenistic fiction.
Elisa Bizzotto
S, N. “B   A,” ESSAYS IN CRITICISM
. (): -.
Looking at once at biographical information and textual evidence, Shrimptom
considers whether it is right or wrong to call A. C. Bradley an “Aesthete.”
A number of personal, professional, and textual interconnections suggest
that he was. Among the many associations he traces are a number of ways
in which Bradley could be seen in proximity to Pater – that they were near
contemporaries at Oxford, for example. Shrimpton marshals this fact and
a number of others to justify calling Bradley an aesthete, as well as other
circumstantial evidence that suggestS that he was not – that he was more
closely associated with T. H. Green and the neo-Hegelians, for example.
Shrimptom ultimately finds the truth of the matter somewhere in between.
He concludes that Bradley’s argument in two of his key twentieth-century
essays articulates a neither pro- nor anti-aesthetic position, but rather lends
rigor and subtlety to the often broad polemics of early aestheticist arguments.
Bradley’s role, as Shrimpton regards it, is indeed mildly heroic, “rescuing or
purifying the doctrine of the founding generation of the English Aesthetic
Movement from a subsequent misrepresentation or misunderstanding.” He
likens Bradley’s rescue efforts to Swinburne’s, and even more so Pater’s “late”
efforts, in response to criticism, to “clarify or augment” their original arguments.
Shrimpton suggests that Bradley’s subtle, restrained affirmations of art for
art’s sake mirror Pater’s shift from “simply” oppositional polemics towards
more conciliatory “redefinition[s]” of his theory.
Megan Becker-Leckrone
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Forthcoming in the Spring 2007 issue of The Pater Newsletter, commentaries on
a special topic:
Q P S
This special topic arises from the premise that we are now in the “second
wave” of queer Pater studies. Our task is no longer chiefly a matter of making
biographical claims about Pater himself or of demonstrating a certain connection
between his life and his texts. Now we are engaged in developing new forms of
critical attention to the texts, productively queer readings of the works, historical
and critical studies of others’ works in relation to Pater’s own, and formulations
of new goals for queer theory and criticism in general.
Organized by Carolyn Williams (Rutgers University) and including essays by:
Thomas Albrecht (Tulane University)
Michael F. Davis (LeMoyne College)
Stefano Evangelista (Trinity College, University of Oxford)
Vincent Lankewish (Professional Performing Arts School, New York)
Heather K. Love (University of Pennsylvania)
Kevin Ohi (Boston College)
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